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Regents whittle
presidential
contender list
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Stall Wnter
Dual expect to bear mimes ot the citaren or so sitting presi
dents. s ice president. pervests and ate pros is.ts ho
hase a ChjIll:e 41 being Murray Stale's next pre•iclent until the
filed has been narrowed and three to the of them AFC III, ited tor
,,n-ialltpU% interviews
Most likela the presidential Imalists still he •cheduled for
ineeting• ants students. facults. staff. administrators and
regents the firat week of May Korn/Ferra Inc search consult
ant John Kuhnle &hived the regents
aho me Wing at the
wa to
sean:h coninintee to hire the nest unisersity die
releme any names until immediately prior to their Murray via"Real!). starting today. ow lips are sealed." MSt' Board of
Regents chairman Don Spatka said Thursday aftemoisn before
slowed session meet* dories which regents sorted through
%hat Korn/Ferry deemed the top 25 candidates from the inutiI
not
73-person pool "... The confidentiality is to protect them
"
Ten candidates were 'elected as the strongest contenders
after meeting %fib Kuhnle and kilo% Korn/Verra representaose I I i/aneth
cu. Tao additional names acre pulled out as
someone in the top It) pull their 13411k* (NA t,
Jnen1J1C• ,114
he eliminated :Is KorniFerra does deeper hackgrounil searches
'.parks sad Kuhnle said the pool of candidates As strongei
than those 'rooked in the NMI swatch that hired IX Kai
Ales:alder to replace his father. Kern. who returned to %aye in
the 'menu,. Alter his son left to take the helm at (A11141112 Slat
I
ersity -Long Beach at the first of the year
"I think everathing went AS Kell AS MC Could haw hoped.
'apart'. said "I iust hope we has e some good candidates. and I
think we do
The unnamed aemi-finalistc wdl he ins ited tot interne% s
ith regent• at a ed11.10.be-4astaired site close to an airport
in a couple weeks.*peas aid Nadal& is the most consement
pos.i hi tits the thy has a Makif moms asradahk

•See Page 2A

Budget agreement reached
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Praia Writer
tk
MANI, Ky 1AP) — Latranhers
reached an agreement early (hss teisivieg ea
marls SIR billion stale budget that would
pros ide
incremes for teachers and
pay tor mann ..on.truction flinteCts acro.ss
the fiiaste
Slate legislators vtis me on a 21-member
negotiations ,..irtimittee strapped up seven
dais. ot ,Iii.ed door talks about 5am EST
It idJ, The spending plan they drafted now
must he silted on ha the full House and
'senate
"I think its A good budget: said House
Stwaker kid) Richards "It is the hest Calk J
non budget west, had in a long time
slanting the details hammered out In
negotiation. NM A ,011-4,101111SC that would
increase teacher pay in Kentucks ha more
than 54 flit oset the nest two sear.. and a
plan to pros ale sliding wage increases of
sant) to si IC() a year to %tate goseninient
mph is et.'s
Under the plan, state workers who make
less than S30aKE aould get the largest raises Those making more than S80.000 would
recta% e smaller ones
hiegottaiors also agreed to extend the
Kentucky achool calendar hs two days. said
Senate President Das id Williams. It
Burke.% ilk Part ot the pay raises included
in the budget would he compensation tor the
midland days teachers ss ill has e to spend
in deer classrooms
The budget compromise ako included
S50 million for classroom computers tor
elementary and aecoridars schools
Lawmakers had hoped the full (louse and
Senate could sole on the budget on
Saturday Howeset because negotiations
lasted so long. Richards said that is no
longer A poasibilits lie said he expected A
deC111011 to he made later today on when that
sine would occur
Negotiators worked out deals that would
appropriate SIR million toward construction of two bridges ACT,Ns the Ohio Riser 41

House Speaker Jody Richards. D-Boalleg Garin. ponders his response to a quoduring a break in budget negoballens Thursday in Frankton. Ky

lion

kilns,111C And pits k' S I "' 5 million to help
pay for TCCOnslrUCIIim ot three dams and
two locks on the Kentucky Riser They also
%corked out plans to build rnultimilltort Jul
lar courthouses in aeseral counties and to
cs era
conalMICI
sityand tech
peak adversity d
steal college campes inlie sase
la addition. nee Mb. would men-4:
Amin 11118 Million tar ii a,wemrnis
Education spending had been one ol the

socking points tot the hudirt neitotutiors
esiegotustors were not able to agree on aplan
that would h.ise pros otk-ti 514 million to
load achool dean-wts to pay for full-Jas
Lontienganen clasaes. Richards said As J
result, he said. that MOM*, was not included
in the budget
ever. the plan to c't tc11.1 th,
resned
Kentucky %Jima :akaddit

le See Page 2A

Still no negotiation talks
planned for plant, union
Members of Vanderbilt Chemical
United Steelworkers Union #879
has been locked out since Februar
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Wrtter
Dwain Bell. pfesIdent (11 the
United Steel Winkel. t Illtn1
0879 at ander-NH Chemical
Corp in Murray. reported
Thursdas that no negotiation
talks hase been scheduled with
the union and compans folioss
ing the eapiration of a contract
between the two I mon %%takers
were sent home trom the plant
at midnight Feb
-The compank told us hack
in Fehruar) that the would INN
to talk until April...
he
Bell said •Ake 'a ant them to
know that we are still willing to
talk And reads to talk about all
the issue'."
According to Bell. the Rio
main issues of difference are the
it,n1pjfl% .• desire to treive the

SCOTT NANNEYiladcter & Times Ptioto
WELCOME BACK: Former Murray State football coach Mike Gottfried (center) talks
with Buddy Parker (left) and MSU Hall of Fame baseball coach Johnny Reagan before
Thursday's Fellowship of Chnstian Athletes luncheon at First Baptist Church Gottfned
was in town yesterday to help promote the FCA and his Team Focus mission organization For more coverage of Gottfried's visit see today's sports section
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Tomorrow's
Forecast

Mostly Sunny

defined benefits pension plan
and approtimately triple the
cost of health insurance He
said, at last report. the coingams
NA% still holding to that position
"They %ant to replace the
pension plan %rib a 44111s plait
as tor the Insurance. we pre
wilted them with a plan ae
researched and found that %twist
.ictuall) sake mines but that
aasn't accepted.- Kell said
Bell said the union workers
were doing -great- and e'er)
one understood the situation
"Tiles knew the didn't base a
lot to gain. mows w ise. And num
the sticking points are philosophical differences We arc rCj
sonahle people And ae are ail!
ing to talk, hut the • se gill to
am to talk to us"
C ...aid the workers also

understood that it would he ip
indis 14,1161.1 decision lust host
long dies could remain in then
,urrem situation "We had horn
seeing in ads am,- that the pen
shill

And

Ilk' 111sInAlh.12

Issue,

he of concern Those
people a ho ha,e sase,1 anti pre
pared will tare hellti that s‘41,k
of the others
Bell noted that he satultini
sr) tot sure, hut th.tif the *otters may'
at the FIONS/t1IIII, it
temporars 14,1',, to Itel
the lock out
.as stilling and reads
go hack to work at am time as.c
MC not on smke Ake are ha last
they .ent us home - hi
isin
commented
He added MAI Unn,11 men,
hers haw no ill teehogs to-a ard
Ans one and can return to wort
immednitels "They understand
we feel this NA, And 1 hChe
the base no ill feelings C)thil

'anti)..]

II See Page 2A

Calloway High moonbuggy headed to Louisville
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Students at ('allow .1 i. omits High
School are busy working on a moonbuggs
they will enter in an engineering design con
teal at the Kentucky Technology Students
Association Conference in LOUIS,ilk this
weekend, according to kit Slayton. CCHS
tech education teacher
He said approximately 10 students have

been invoked ss.
CI in %Mk
. IA
and the) hake been ektremelk dedicated us
thc time And efforts that fuse been required
fair the Pr"rel •'Tbe% hA`e rr.alls *licked no
this inoonbuggy. The has e spent time in
the classrooms working on designs. and
they tune spent time After school and ai
nights and on weekends The. Are walls
dedicated
He said eker)thing tor the protect had
"itibasaiiiitawairaaanamistaka•

•

McKinney Inurance Service
\ Ith `-stret.1

753-3500

been fabricated Al the school. shows"mg J
sane) of %kitls from stukkins 1, offends
we are addressing soms
issues" he added
!alas ton said a ha at its. nat
pfs,frel has': been donatical I.. th,
the students tor the moonfautga and the
had also recostal a grant through Maria..

II See Page 2A
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Confederate clothes prompts suit vs. school Pelledwiffiess
it ofasct s(
Limo!, ,V1 j tlq't1
ti1,1111,te is ,U1111:

away Own Unlvaraft Peke
atillig11:00 pm
111l
=
• Two students asked to Volk nth
• an incident that haapinad off campus in
peke aglow Maned the madam lo
e
c
l
11114.111sd
"41"
Depsilaisal.
lAmyasid
alallavray Cesody Shertft's Department
• A cast from &Me Uns Mosel Wrest raportad a buripsfy al 2:35
p m Wednesday. A low-ellifaler and blue parte WWI MS seen
on Foster Road. A owe was opened for Malt by nitsrallid ii
more than 11300.
•A nwearophslarnirw lab was found in woods on Byars Road w
452 p m Wednesday. A deputy damned up Ohs lab.
• A fourth-dogma assault aim was opened My a calm from
Tanana Drive reported at 5:43 p.m. Wedneiday a nechbor
shoving his child and turning dogs loose on the dtkl
— Information Is obtained from reports. logs
mid citations from venous agencies

NKr'

ht oot oil I

l'f
tiVitkl Ifit girl .411
ckthing with images the
Confederate flop.
Candice Hardwtel. 15. bald
She wanb to wear the
Contedwase emblem ass v.1) of
payie? tribute to as eikv.%um
who ought for the South in the
Cis il War.
But Latta High School tifticials sas the ss mho'. which
many peripic consuier racially
is disruptise in school
The North Carolina-based
Resource
Legal
Southern
Center. J Confederate hentage
legal ads ocacs group. filed the
suit Thuisdas in tederal court in
h notice
Columbia attorney Venue
illiams, who represents the
said
district.
school
clothing
ate -IN:tined
has he -ii a disruption in the
I au.. schosil ss stem in the past
.% mien policies tor the
ht"
school cod district do tun exotic
wearing
prothitni
contederate•themrd clothing
ut the do allow principals it,
aii ans potential's chsturnise
.
kithing. Williams said.
Candice's parents stood with
her at a news conference outside
• ,ti r I hi,ilso FP11.11,t1.1% Mkt
Neal

.tijlik:11 tiJlq.11,.'1

N.1,Iigtiiig

wr own tight
Priscilla
mother.
Her
Hardwick. called the Mon a

Drug paraphernalia found
in Marshall student's Jeep
Staff Report
it intoxicated Marshall Counts High
DRAFFENNILLI-.. Pt.
School student was taken into cystoids Thursdas Ater drug tura
phernalia was found an the s chicle that the po crate arose.
Marshall County Shenft's Depots Ras (*humbler who works at
the school as a resource office, took a 17-sear -old ars enik into cystoids after he and Benton K-9 officer Scott Brown searched the high
school, according to a release from the sheriff 's department tither
area K-9 units also assisted.
Brown's dog. Oar. Indicated the presence of a controlled sub
stance in a Jeep pouted in the MCHS parking Ion Chunibier and
Brown searched the vehicle and found paraphenuhr used to siniao
crs stal methampheamme.
Further inscstigation resealed the tusendc who had brought
%chicle to school was intoxicated Police charged the student wilt
ti, ii tin
possession in drug paraphernalia and public

AP
Candid* Michele Narckvick (osnIsr) and her parands. Daryl and Rini& hakl up some of the
T-shirts that the Latta scho01 allIcials dawned Wer• charupOws. during a news conference
Thursday at the federal courthouse in Florence, S C
w.0 to protect their C'onletkrate school officials atter she was courthouse had a photo of the
suspended twice and threatened Statehouse with the( onlederate
heritage
'lin just as proud of her with being kicked off the track Bag *Ming in front Another
shin, intended it, protest the
lighting in Amenca kw this war team
said
decision,
"I thought that it wasn't tan.' school's
as I am of m) son fighting in
School
hs
punished "liffended
Iraq NMI now.- Priscilla she said "I was
of
Southern
Censorship
for expressing ilty
Hardwick said.
A button dim Catlike %tut: Hearge
Candice said she was forced
Williams sem the taunt)
Thursdas showed her wearing
to change clothes or turn her
shirt inside-out at both Lana T-shirt fulls ,:oiered with an .iitortwS J letter last week clan
NJ, allowed
Is mg that
Middle School and Lana High image ot the Comiedanue flag
to wear the protest ski,'
School. Candice said she Other shins nisi more subtle
stopped cha I leng mg middle One the !amity twought to the the nag image

Tractor-trailer slams into
house, truck's driver killed

•Moonbuggy
From Front
,

1API --OWENSW*0.
The timer of a tractor-muler
earls
killed
was
truck
Wednesdas after crashing into a
house
Ras mood L. Arnold Jr.. 52.
of Drakesboro, was pronounced
dead at the scene. Davies%

p ar t

ck
tho

41: Olt
•1,

JIM,iiiSCs,

IOW
"2,1
\ 01,
IA ell as the building
ot the product. are w hat's
important.- he said
He said the mosnibuggs was
intended to he a school-wide
protect which instated students
from dalerent disciplines
The I 7th annual state-wide
contcrence ri Louis% die will
draw arprocimatels t,50 outk-nts from acros• the state, he
aided "We hope to liaise great
showing in Lotussille \rid we
might also take The hugg) to the
and Iht:

ii

pt't't

Counts Coroner Bob Howe
saki
The houses residents. Lanes
and Frankw Clark, were steeping in a hack bedroom on the
second floor when the truck ha
their house on VS. NI Fast
The) were not insured

as

•Regents ...
From Front

Town Crier
NOTICE
II The Murray City Council
will have a special meeting at
11 45a m Monday at city hall
The age2da items are two resolutions concerning state
funds for pedestrian improvements at Murray State and the
post office totaling
old
537.390
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adiustments have a
special meeting Monday at
4 30 p m at city hall The only
agenda item is a variance
request to use a second freestanding sign at Olympic
Plaza at 506 N 12th St
•To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

. TPA.
The Calloway County High School moonbuggy protect has involved approximately 30 students Working on the CCHS vehicle are Shawn Mayfield (left) Tech Education teacher Jeff
Slayton (center) and Matt Irby
national conlercnce in Dallas in
June.- he said -Wc are optimistic that we will go to the
Great Moonbugg) RaCein
Hums% die. Ala.. in April...
Guidelines for moonhuggy
competition call for strict adherence to rules goserning trams.
dimensions.
unassembled
weight. assembled dimensions.
wheels/tracks.
construction.
turning radius. spint tit the rules.

\loonhuggs entries must he car
ned to the course starting line
with the unassembled components ki,MainCLI In Vi tune of 4
lee Its 4 feet l's 4 feet oilmenstun requirements similar to
those ton the original Lunar
Rot in %AR lo \i he starting
line. the entries will he assembled and readied tor course testing and es aluated iir safety
Assemh1) iiiccurs one time prior
to the last Coins(' run
"the top three w inning teams
in each dis isituti iiune high
school disisir ,ii and one college
disisiont will be those hating
the shortest total times in assembling their moonhuggies and
traversing the terrain course
Each team is permitted two runs
of the terrain course, and the
shortest course time will he
added to the assemins time tor
the final total es cm ono-

passengers, the course. fuel and
budgets.
Moonhuggies must he human
powered and earn two students.
one male and one female. riser a
halt-mile simulated lunar terrain
course which includes craters.
rocks. lasa ndges. inclines and
lunar sod, it was reported
According to the Hums% ilk
Web site. "as a part ot the competition. and prior to course testun-assembled
the
ing

Forecast
Tonight will he mostls
: lost em
cloud) with lows in iht
Si Is

fronei Ipi Limy poc.k.t.

Saiurda) will he ~.11)
%unit) with highs in the upper
NK That night will he pants
clouds with lows in the upper
-105

•

COME CHECK Our
THESE WEW INS/WESSES
OIYMP/C AA24,/ ?,*
BEASLEY

•

\11\\\
.\
iisis

P'

& Ara C..mis
761-THAI "

759-0901

141. POSTICUto
1.

Aor

Aar

AEI 4111M,

761-7678

part ot the teacher. pas raises
would be compensation tor
working the additional two
da). Williams said
the standard school sear in
Kentuck) is I' da). king. with
students spending about sit
hours in class each da)
The kentuck) Hoard of
Education had recommended
adding tour days to the school
ear. two for instruction and two
for professional des clopment.
Right now. Kentucky has one of
shortest academic years in the
countrs. said Lisa Gross,
spokeswoman for the Kentucky
Department of Department of
FAIUL Altai
Richards said budget negotiators also have tentatisels
agreed to make a I. I -cm-ping:Ilion gasoline tax increase permanent so the state can sell
about S1541 million in bonds to
pas for highwas cimstniction
protects
The Senate had recornmended a $740 million bond issue to
pas for road construction.
House lawmakers initial's proposed no additional road bonds,
sits mg all necessars road protects could he paid kw without
taking on additional den Thes
later arred to kicking in the
1.1-ciesit gas tax increase
21i-scar-old
Under

6""se
"Itt=.

After seven days of closeddoor negotiations. legislative
leaders announced May had
reached agreement on a prowhich
posed
budget,
includes
—$50 million for computes
in public School classrcams
—$17 5 million to hell)
rebuild three dams and WO
locks on the Kentucky River.
for
—Authorization
the
Kentucky Rivet Authority to
issue $32 milloon in bonds to
pay for improvements to the
locks and dams
—$1.5 million for addebonat
coal mine inspectors
—$75 matron for a Louisville
arena and remain neutral Or
location of the building site
—A 2 percent pay raise for
teachers next year and a
S3.500 across-the-board wily
raise the following year
--Pay raises ot frontS400 to
S1.350 a year to state government employees
—$68 million tor improvements at Kentucky state
parks

AP
adjustable funding tminals the
states fuel tat Jutoemicelly
nscs and falls with the inteille
v.holesale price 01 gasoline The
state tax on gasoline is kAirret111%
ifs 5 cents per gallon

House and Manufactured Home InSui
Available Anywhere In City Or County
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Valassis
Apooldr

till iampus site keeps the confidentiality Wise tor
dates who don't want tit peopanhie then current !ohs
The night before those inters teaks, the regents will :omen.: in the
goen location and bring their issues arid questions to the tattle
horn there. each regent will INe assigned questions to ask each .air
didate
"We don't lease .ins thing out that was and we'll cowl eser
thing we want cos ered. sparks said
Once that pool is narrowed the group ins ited to campus. Sparks
said he hopes to make a hiring announcement "as quick!) as possithings ma) on schedule that
ble. twit or three alas. will he tine
puts the anticipated attnOUDiell)C111 lust before the semester on
Ia. is liter with the graduation cerenion) \la) II
Sparks admits II people is J rather large search committee hut
include the three lacult)..tatt and au
he wanted all the regents
dent reptesenutises As well as the eight gosernor-appormed memto he 'smoked because hiring a president is the hoard's
bers
biggest responsibilities

a

•a

‘I I FOR

QI Olt

753-4703

LOCAL/STATE

Murry, I/40ff a Thum

II Union ...
From Front
sigt. h law they locked us out.
A1 We at ant as a mait of•
lock oui. mos a arike. thanking
al %tonic point they will have So
Ming us hock to wort.He said the union workers
*ere also aware or the fact dm
the plant did hese temporary
A orkers filling the pan
Itts Anse the U1114 III *JAM
are riklittvrs of the United Steel
Workers. they wets, a small
ponion al a Defense Fund from
the t SW. -Tfut amounb to a
eitt sod that each of the 56
workers get weekly." Bell
!II th'il
lie said the union may bold a
community,•sside rally at some
point. "We don't *ant to do
anything that %stalk1 propardinthe owns helnung community
support that we have seen The
people understand the situation
anti our position. and they Noe
really gone tan of their Ay,ti
let us know that they 're behind
us"
He said he had been in contact with sompany official* and
they reported no intones as at
set in the plant
Ake re glad ot that. hut these
are %VIM% toln in serious setiing• Out workers spend two
ears training ,,impleielt for
their frith. 14e 4re concerned
about the salety of all people
inside the plait. but very few mit
thana have pow through the

;Maim the is eemesar)
Mutileibik °Mei& were

not

available for conemmits.

Reward fails to
bring leads on
EKU student
INDIANAPOLIS OAP)
s it0.000 reward offered lot
Int ormation about missing colstudent Molly I3attilo has
.....iierated atilt dead-end tips.
.intliotities say and the reward
ss as sei to expire todat
(Unto. 21. sit 1413411•041. an
I. asteiti

k5iitu1.ks

I nisersit

been attending
slIMITCY classes at ILK LI. was
last seen the est:sung 01 Juls h.
student who had

2.004.

to

walking

Indianapolis
rant to appls

fast-food

114

,m

restau

Adopt-a-Highway Spring
Clean Week starts Saturday
PADUCAH. Ky
"Let's
lean up die Bluegrass!" The
Kentucky
Traiespottatien
Cabinet ammisted that the

a

$100,000

stantial

lead.-

Counts

has

Marion

said

lisron

s,wincone

not

mone sub-

Sheriff's

Catherine
belies e

a

wIhApril'2- I.
Amara% hi tata Oes
coordinator DOW Iluomme.
about 644siloer
ly 23 pelmet of thr
il=ilet;
ot roadway is die 12 commiek of
District One have Wee adamed

I

still

b) 75 PlIniCiPlitiai
tams. The 12 coma=
Banat Carlisle. Callowa
Crittenden. Fulton. Gin' •
Hickman. 1.1.saysion. Ly oil.
Marshall. McCracken. and

reason. Intones Is rkg

entaisa-

lion for that person or persons

Malls's

sister

Kendra

Skidmore. 14. sa). her tarnil

no

longer

helieses

Dana° is

alise. But

she sass the) is ill

continue to

search for informa-

tion and are

comes

hoping someone

Ions ard

before

the

reward expires
She said her lamils

A all

Tr% Kentucky
tion

Transporta-

S2C M8'

2004 Toyota Camry Xlf basiaillsk we owtautly appreciate the efforts pet
tordi In each

2113 Cadillac, Devitt. 01S

ser-bse and

Cabinet began the Atkin-Alramportation
Each yea.res
ffix/may Prep= in MS to Cabinet's highway workers
raise eevieematom1 awastamet spew apprtistinamely 200.000
discourage
and
linen...- hours removing litter (rein
Brannon said "(her the past Kentucky
roadv.ats,

IX seats. Adopt A-Highway has
tlel.:(.011k* a +MA.,
(. k‘t Ul niutatiortal
tool 'today. MOM than 1.1N2
groups participate in Kentu,I,.y •
program steamily appro% Male I% 9 1(K1 iitiks annuallt.Brannon noted that highs% ay
officials welcome Atkin
•I
saltwater groups who wish to
participate in the Adopt- A
Highway C11011 1 he program
inctrases
Ifi41111e111J1
awareness !oinks:, littering.
espands ilINJ11(.111. irVates a part
mishap between iti/ens. coin
!tinnily and gas eminent. and
establishes a sense tit pride in
our Bluegrass Star
"Participating group. &nitro
straw the importance Of J Ican
CU'.'torment by spreading the
word and setting the eiumtple
that littering is unacceptable
hi-fi:Astor.said Kentucky
Transportation Secretary- Bill
Nighlsen
-The Adopt- A Highw ay groups take pride in
keeping their communitses In-

happened to Dattiki.
"It's
hell.complete
Skidmore said. its like taking
soar)* and grief and pain and
stretching it out. You can't get
past it because there is 110 closure ()I any kind
Fifth Third Bank announced
last year that all anirns mous
donor had emahlt.hed the
reward for intormation leading
to Mania and to the arrest anti
cons 14:110f1 of those ins olsed in
her disappearance
By ran said she belles es
Dattilo•s disappearance. which
still is classified as a missing
persons insestiganim. will he
solved. esen it it takes years
and happens by chance.

ALLIS
HOW MORTME
CAPITAL COPORATION
AMERICAS *KEST COAST TO COAST
NOV. Ili MURRAI

Have you beers
told "NO" by
others?
• 100% Financing No Down Payment
• Refinancing Cash Back To You
• FHA Loans
• Lomas Customized To
Fit Your Ule & lholoot
"
111f-APPROVAl
.
!
lt • 51
Phone 270733-7165 or
UN Free 111114-2411.40113

'"' Pl114.1'

$22.45

aser 96.000 hags of liner
the total yearly cost of litter
removal averages
- 5 million
Brannon is mailable to
esplain the fundamentals of the
program to groups. or wort
wtth group members in locating
an mailabk highway " By taking personal responsibility for
one of NOW Area rojdw ass. 500
will he scttitig an esample tor
your communst .•• liranntin said
-The environment is eseryane's
responsihi lit t
Adopt,
Highway pros ides the „pr„n„
nit? to he a part of the solution
As a volunteer. you %sill sate
thousands in taspater dollars
and demonstrate to others the
importance of a clean ens Mill
mem
Any pennanentlt established
business. association. common'
tq" public orgasm/anon. Of
goscrnmcnt
an adopt J
stretch of highs% a .A is ale range
of groups throughout Kentucky
now
participate
including

and till
school .•
clubs., veterans. cutler tratentities aid soromies. sports wain
and Kiss anis clubs
lliose entities established
the sole purpose of pursuing is
islative or regulatory change,
are not eligible
Two-mile section, of high
was are adopted lot a period tit
IWO years Groups sign a twoscar
witti
s ontra5t
the
Transportation rhino. whi,
recognues the need and sk•
ability of j CICall ens tonna,
and pernitl, the group to t
tribute toward that et t
%olumeer group,may renew
contract at the end of the to,,,
years
Litter pickups Are held at
least four 1117W, per year Of as
mans times dt• IIICIAN•Zir it) ket.T
the area reasonahls littet tree
The Cabinet coordinates three
annual clean-up efforts through
out the yea
It you hase any yuestion• or
soniments. please feel flee to
contact Distriet Om Adopt- A High* ay Coordinator Debbie
al the disinst office r
Paducah at "it tors 241 1

City accepting bids on surplus vehicles
Star Report
Going. going .
The City of Murray is accepting sealed Inds tor
nine surplus vehicles
Bids start at $100 for the tallow mg %chick-.
1991 Chevy Camaro. 1486 Olds Delta hh. 14%
Saturn SL.2. 1992 Toyota Corolla. 1990(co Prism
and 1992 Ford ambulance.
A minimum bid of S1.500 is required for these

200.1 ford rown \01:1011a, 1444 Ford Crown
Victoria and 1945 Ford Crown victoria
Bid forms are a% allatik at the city clerk's office
1‘,
at 104•
revel% cif .,
time they %sill he opened and read aloud The city
has the right to relect ant and all bey
The %chicle% can he spewed trim I to 5 p m
Tuesdat at the police impound on Andrus Moe

eaks Countny
MEMBERSHIP OPPORTUNE

425.1N'
. ,'..-":3r.,l,
Si..
• -11.151*

2102 Chrysler Concord LX 2101 Jeep Cherokee Sport 414 :

CARS - CARS - CARS
21101 Chrysler MC- •-k ,i„ &Ailiy• ,Liekiel. -Ot :i.iCs :s
eGP5895
2111 Chswy Maple LT-Mir 111 min.ItSWIM
3116 Pula GIP -Srwee,loe. 2311 eise.8111. 11115877
2116 Ford Modulo - Mt IIIIL f8P1115
2111airier Mop TM -Seam Ike V.41.PM PA.,am
slot Maar Oak UK MIK*Mal
NrifootbmeII-SM.01.il peer IX miles. Se
sGP58111
Illi Whims18$-Goon.14rim 9k *GPM
11/1 blioletioy LI- NIele, 121 sibs,al sGrAMs
IIIllople Collo IT-Soma While0
IN bpiPeis VW"$j111 Wm saL AP5dur
NM Gam Wile LS-WOK lik 5a oils.91.deP56
MISMIN bib-11kt.Sk ifiNgl
aN Vila Iblis- Mt.,flatIlk NIL Sk /TGWU
1111INN beim 3.5k -Tr.181 mks.Sit MOSS*
IMMO holop1- Red. 431 PIK Sk.MON
1111 Weslooleille $111- Ohs,471PK Ilk OM;
RN Mk Whey Wm-T.471OK 111k.IRS1111
1111 Chrysler Cope*-*he very shore St OCT3r7A

TRUCKS - TRUCKS - TRUCKS
IMICame111161Cow - Or' '
nlii Moe MIOW 1LTid - .,-,,
... Yr 22tk
• - A64
ION Delp 1111 throdiLT Pe- Whft Herm 20' *beers one,
31( mdes. SOL eGP5902
MS Chevy MilCah &Area - Red. V-1 PW P
21115 Chu: Avalanche 4:4 - ,Ylite 'XI 1-Ovintit 2111.:1,tie Y.?.
SGP56709
21I6 Clay Colorloo Crew Cab - _x4111-ovelei Ode or •
aides. Stk. eCT61106
NM Odd,,1511 $1411Is,. Col- Red PM PI It OM TOI,
Meets Stk .GP5903
2004 Chevy 1500 Ed. Cal- Silver local -o"1
•GP58FS.4
2114 Chevy Silverado XCab LS - had 43K mites. Stk e6T6262A
2004 Chen Colorado 171 414 - Red. 73K miles Stk 4C,P5t:i '
2013 Ford F3511 Crew XII 4:4 - Whet (hese auto 744 rns,t,
,',5

NO INITIATION FEES
for the first :to acospied apphaints full memberships only ,
In addition, receive a 20011 Green Card .fiirmerfy canner card
NEVV -CHAMPION BERMUDA GREENSprovides the ultimate year around gnit

1113 Toyota Tacoma X Cali 1185 See- Sever 354 mites Si
an paw 1500 SL1- V-8. PW PI gray/siker 384. miles Stk
PG:
2111 Dope /311 Oiled SIT 114 -

NEW SOCIAL

MEMBERSHIP STATUS
which includes. pool. elubhourie.and other wool activities
.ind events only :10 new memberships aeaaialikti

SWIM.
111171
1pr - slack. 614. miles Stk lG",'*- :11111ifid .
X Di-Gray. 7(* miles V-E ,..:
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Peppers Automotive

RED TAG SPECIALS

"l-rankly 1 .inn surprised that

brought forward

Prelim. North 31. Mei• 3S

GOLF

CLUB HOUSE
Weddings. Arawaerranak Cairns!
Dinner. and numerous usual csenn

wonan's Lagoa.naliin 141.1111,
%%Naha bakson11.
Nuqueour bumming'.%Wig* Low
it Graft esinois Avaitahie

PRO
SHOP
full stocked and
upgraded hatad hal

OLYMPIC
POOL
Herthan Parties. Eseiree

270-753-6454
"-nit" I ;11
11
1P

SOUTH EASTERN BOOK
BOOK FAIR
April 5 & 6•9 a.m.-6 p.m.
April 7•9 a.m.-5 p.m.
April 8•8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

1,000's of Titles
Wide selection of children's hooks level reader% & colorow hooks,
novels. cookbooks. travel guides. 'Pelf-help & craft hooks

South Eastern Book Company
NM US Hwy.641 North • Murray. KY 42071 • 4270)753-0732
www.bunehetiothooks.com

VANS & SINS - VANS & SUVS
OneamillsUna 4W0 - ,.
co.111( miss.81151110
2005 Dope Droop UNA-kw.Jiconie wheels. DVD .
'.5• - ,' -z•• s --,865
2115 Chrysler Town & Country - Local 1-oianer, green V-6 PA%
- C. 11K miles,Stk. KT7001A
''
2115 Chip bhp LE - 4x4 she.11K mist. Stk 'Jr -.>00c
216 Delp Droop SO PM -Silk 1* raikt Sat 4GP5871
2115 Chrysler Tam 4 Canary LX 1118-Green. Sloe-'.
- •
miles Stk 4CT7001A
SW Chrysler Patio - Whee V-6, PW Pt T.204 steles Stk
*GPM%
1116Jeep fined Cherokee Weft Sad - Blue 254. mites .
41,5861
Malop*Mow VG SO- Red. 2:'WS MINI klibllid In - While. 21k noes yok ru•-iz'Jt
1111CNN Spin LT- Learv. itve, -..,;‘, -,.,,Xi*be=LTD

sik

-

11111$kiplliallOWN Laredo NO - White P W. Pll
281( oda 91k. 08P5863
WM Chevy Oilmlimisl-teY•225122
IIIM Ford Wm*,LA-lila 124. miles S.- .
1113 CedillasSoft-Nor 20- chrome otters ft* lOiland
364 miles,811L OCC11044
Mialislwinm1 Colory U -*We. 79r,
Slk./Two
- , :'• r - neas,am LT 4:4 01901...f VA 'In:

,),.‘ 'et .-.. wow! w% mewl Tali NIIIP we tomer addliono
Or

Pt-PPt-iecc
Automotive Group Used Cars 6 Trucks
2400 E Wood St Paris
t731)642-5661
1 4101144111-81116

2420 E Wood St Paris
i 731)642-3900
1400-326-3229
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One person's
influence on
another's life
By MICHELLE L GANTT
t_xecutive Director of CASA of Calloway County
I he elleci and influence one person has on the life of another
.ui hc datit oh to pfed10 of identify In some instances, the effect
In.1% not show itselt tor many years or in rcidils identifiable me-as
dres
this is .enrinly true %'. lien describing the- relationship between .i
C ASA solunleer ad.ocale and his or her child Not every relation
ship produces an immediate result such as an adoption of the child
J lo'. mg Lundy sir in the high school graduation of a pre% musty
tailing student.
recent article in the "Journal of Tbe Center for Families.
Children St The Courts". endeavors to identify MOM tangible as
in which a CAS adsoiale can affect the case of an abused or neg
les ted child This article sumniantes 20 research studies. from 1986
Is' 21101. venturing to iatiantits, -The CASA Effect.the ruthois ot this review conclude that children in the system
%Aunts:et 4..110C1Ble "do about as welt and in
e I
tlt,
• better, than those represented solely by AD
some 11141011am
ationie% I he research conducted found that CASA volunteer jdso
can!s arc mush more lilsek to fuse face-to-face contact with the
child. spend more ilMe on the L'as, and far more likely to file a
written report with the court than the rtiorney.
Equally interesting. children with ('ASA Yolunteets tend to have
fewer pla.ements during the length of their cases. are more likely to
he adopted. and are less likely to re-enter the foster care system
once the 44%-the is dosed.
hile the conclusions of this research article represent only a
relatively small number of the cases involving abused and neglected
and Court 1ppoulted Special Advocates. the findings are encouraging and remlori.e the need for MOM CASA volunteer advocates
gorl should he to fuse a CASA volunteer for every child
that enters the court system as a HAIM of abuse and/or neglect
f- ver child lkserSC• a sate and permanent home And it It takes a
( XS volunteer ad Male in every Ca•C to make that happen. our
• mmunit% must work together to provide a CASA volunteer to
ol these children
Educate yourself and hc-come .in advocate for children's nghts
and issues
Xkldininul information can he l)htamcsi from Child Help USA at
%kw.% ,hildhelpusa org. Child Welfare League of Amenca at
‘r% '4,la ore. National Clearinghouse on Child Ahusr and Neglect
•
Information at a a a occanch.act.hhs.go% and waa.presentchildrhuse.org.
•
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301-Cannon House Office Building
whiffield
vvvvw rouse-

Washington. D C 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussel1 Senate Office Building Washington. DC 20510
1-202-224-4343
www pm bunning @Dunning senate gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
•
i;V,Ilding Washington. D.0

20510

=

•

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)

The French Job Funk
What Amencan despairs
that the French are hav ing
problems with their youth '
Who among us laments that
the snooty French. who look
down their long DOW% at all
things Amencaniexcept when
they need us to liberate them
from their enemies and their
own unwillingness to defend
themselsesi. are paying the
price for years of socialism'
Surely, they are delighting in
our pro-illegal immigration
demonstrations, wi let us gloat
oyes- their current difficulties.
as payback just tor their bring
French.
The nuissise demonstrations
throughout France have further
UndeflUilled the weakened government of President Jacques
The government is trying to enforce the First Job
Contract law IC-Mi. which
allows employers to end ph
contracts for people under the
age of 26 at an time during J
two-year trial period, without
prior warning and without has ing to give them an explanation.
French unemployment is 9.6
percent. For young people it is
20 percent Chinsc's government believes that hy scrapping the old iob-secunty contract (for French youth who are
able to find a jobi. the youth
employment picture will
improve because the focus will
shift from the job itself to the
quality of the worker. A recent
opinion poll indicates that
nearly two-thirds of the French
people oppose the CPF..
That is probably due to the
ideological grip socialism ha's
on mal.k French cititens and
French culture

Franidort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Capnol Annex
e-mail meivin henley0Irc ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky 40601
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The demonstrations, some
of which turned vioktu and
required not police to put
Joan. followed last year''s not.
hy Muslim immigrants who
d.unaged the French psyche
and caused businesses and
politicians to worry about r
decline in tourism and further
harm to the economy.
Prime Minister Dominique
Villepin has offered to meet
with union leaders to discuss
the new law, hut so far the
leaders fuse refused. Villepin.
who is expected to run for
president in next year's election. offered to modify the
measure, hut hi's conciliatory
nOrt was rejected
There h.oe been calls for
Villepn's resignation. which is
not the image one want's on TV
before an election campaign
tor higher office.
Villepin is watching his
hack because his expected And
main presidential n'. Interior
Minister Nicola. Sarkory and
Sarkory-s I mon for a Popular
Movement it MPi. are urging
%inept' not to make haste to
enforce the lays, but to allow
tor the possibility of further
negotiations
Fnuk:e's flirtation with and
eventual embrace of socialism
goes hack more than a century
The late President Francois
Mitterand eflectively implemented socialism as national

To the Editor.
Communities are built slit human ionnections Ifs standard now for urban
neighborhood designs to include sidewalks. from porches and -common'. areas.
oftenng opportunities tor people to meet
and play together Without human connections. OW residential streets become
I), IOW, of storage facilities
Our nation was founded by people
working together with shared goal's including religious tolerance, freedom from
oppression. And promotion of the general
welfare Success depended and still
depend% on people working together. A
common example sit this is the community
barn raising- of our early 'settlers. Today's
example% fall under the broad sweep of
%olunteensm
Volumeensm takes wiwy tones Winging
from cooperative bebysitting clubs. OD
folding and stuffing fundraising letairt.110
leading Scout troops, to hoard of director
seats for schools and government agencies There.'s a task for everyone willing to
otTer a hand The blood services do ision
if the .1% mencan Red Cro.'s asks for an

pohc) in I WO when he issued
his 11(1 Propositions, which
included a prograni to national.
ire many industries
Seven of fiance s largest 20
conglomerate industrial %umpanics were nationalired. as
were 16 banks and two finance
companies Mittel-and\ misguided plar V..., designed to
ensure that the go% eminent
would has.: Sources Of capital
for the nationahred sectors
The french state accounts
for about one-Iourth of the
industrial output of France
Among those emplo
enterprises with 2'.0INI or more
employees. one-hall are in
state enterprises
In typical socialist fashion.
Moterand tried to reverse
stagnant economy with collet,
toot tactics instead of using
capitalist tools. As would he
proved in other socialist states.
a heavy government hand stifles 111111a11% C. restricts capital
creation and leads the v. orko
lor the state or state-subsidired

enterprise into a take sense 01
mh security It also makes it
more difficult tOr one to
achievi.• independence and 'AK
cr... as part of an upwardly
mobile career in r position dui
produses products and wt.% ices
and
consuiners truly
need.
In a socialist society the
reverse alwaysOCCIDN, resulting in despair. high unemploy mem, mutually shared poverty
and not. in the streets to
protest the broken promises of
the mate
Reuters quoted one French
p.ilmtmsJI analyst a, predicting
the go.ernment V•Inild escudo
.illy he torced gke in to the
malls in‘le`A of
pressure.
the nev opinion poll indicating
widespread opposition 1,, the
CPU ,
Of course the French will
stall:Wel flies alwaysJO,
don't they 'But surrender won t
solve the problem Capitalism
willits associated tree market
with

arm.
Each day .MAN)red blood cell units
are transfused Medical science has progressed so patients who had no hope of
survival are returning full strength to their
families. In many cases. their recuperation
depended on blood transfusions from
strangers. Each year 5 million hospital
patients revise blood products during
their hospital visit (Nationwide Blood
Collection and link/anon Survey conducted by the National Blood Dau Resource
Center INBDRC ii Thousands srI people
receive blood products as a regular therapy
such as those suffering from sickle cell
and other anemias. or fighting cancers
with chemotherapy All of these transfusions rely on the grnerosik sit .olunieer
blood donors
The American Red('rib.s collects mark one-half of the blood used in America
It relies on and recruits Yolunteers for this
important work Of the 60 percent of the
population who are eligible to give blood.
only 5 percent do More donors are needed. Higher donation frequency from
donors is needed Usage is growing with

the population.
The minimum age lot blood donation is
I 7 There is no Ma‘IMUM Age and using
iurrent screening and donation procedures
a growing number of blood hanks have
found Hood donation by seniors to he ..4de
and practical. Persons 69 years and older
account for approximately III percent of
the population. hut they require 50 percent
of all whole Hood And red blood cells
transfused. according to the NgDgc.
It's true that not eseryone can he a
blood donor Questions about eligibility
can he answered hy calling I -800 GIVE.
LIFE. 1-..en non-donors can support Hood
dro es through recruitment efforts and
sers mg refreshments at the drise
Celebrate our country's hest efforts hy
volunteering this April MAI yeas-round. It's
the American was
Patricia A (*Alcoa*
Chief Executive Officer Amencan Red
Cross
Tennessee alles Blood Ser% ices
Region
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State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Office-s Capitol Annex
1-800-372-718'

Cal
Thomas

may be soot to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071, taxed to 270-753-1927, air emsualkill te
edlletthearrayledger.cese.
se Whirs sealed er taxed must be signs/ wad have address and phone number. E-mailed letters mod hoe
address sod phone numb=
I/ Lathers shield be liept bubo= 300-400 seeds and meet be typed or legible.
The Mann Ledger &limes renews the right be edit or reject any hitter ea the basis of length, style, spoils
graemew,that, geed task and feemsset ceatilkisrs be the Forum psips.
si Laden of a "thank yea" ashore that skate aid spasms, bushoesses or iadivideek by name, except these
directed toward the cammosity as a whale, ell aid be accepted.
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Storms sweep through Midwest

Roger Lade gouty) Poet:
iCorky Purge.41.firmesCeue Road. Hardin. died
..,•44+ March 10. 2006. at 4)10 paw.a he how
ttc tiad retired as an araialkly firstpwvisoft trum had Mom(
mparty, St Lows. Mo. An Army velem. be was a member al the
tined Auto Workers Union imul amended. Union
lw Ridge Baptist Clench.
One sister. Louise Kam preceded lam in den&
Born No% I, 1937. be was the ilueat the hoe
Rudolph William Puri, and Madge:bee Mellott
Nett.
stir-susses include his *de. Mrs Jean Knit two sons. Mike
ikon. 111.. and Eric Punt/. Oklahoma City. Okla; two sisters.
Sits okirsa Stuuth. Hardin. and Mrs Virginia Pedal, Alton; two
grand% hildren 11110 Poet/ and Tad Poet/.
Ube ham! v.iU be Saturday. at It a.m in the chapel or ImesMiller Funeral Home. Re Larry ereedlose *ill officiate. Banal
*ill folLtiv. in the Hardin Baptist Clwareb Cemetery. Military nies
*III he .onducted the graveside.
‘Isiuilon %ill be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 pm today
iday

Ilks. Sae Crockett
.1„ %III', Cris:keit. M. Nadis ilk. Tenn . formerly

ol Hazel.
K.ibed Thursday. lidarch 30, 200b. at Ilimpftet bilespeal,
reineet Hem Head will be ie doge elansimpaseu

Deneto1111Ineve
Villanova.110. Clifton. NJ.. died Wednesday. March 29.
21Illt, at the Atrium at Wanc NJ.
lic *As ent1110)-Cti
J triode worker prinianly fur the Brewster
Urni.hing (Outran and tor the Riunhon l)ying & Finishing
Company. hush of Paterson, Si He was a member of Local 1711of
the tasted Triode Worker. tit aunerstan Union in Paterson
Born in Aiheruheilo. Italy. he resided in Wayne before musing to
Clifton fise year. ay.
Preceding him in death %sere his wife. Grace Campanella
illanosit. one son. Comm, %Axle% a. and one sister Ned one broth
er in Italy
StIn 1%0E3 include to sons. Am/wive tGinol Villinosa and
wife. Margot. Clifton. and Orazio ikjji Villain+.a and wile. Diane.
Murray. K. two daughters. MIN Mary Louise Vergara and husband. Michael. Rammys. NJ.. and Mrs. lkinna Bylows.ki and husband. Peter. Oakland. NJ. eight grandchildren. .esen great-grandchildren
Service. will hegin with a funeral Saturday at 915 a.m. in the
chapel of Allwood funeral Home. nti0-670 Allwood Road. Clifton.
and a II) a.m. Mass at St. Philip the Aposik RC Church. Clihon
Entombment w ill killoa at Calvary Cemetery. Paterson
'Notation will he at the funeral home from 7 to 9 p.m. today
Friday
Etpre.sions of sympathy mav he made to the Amencan ('anver
Society
-

Mrs. Magalyn (Maggie) Smith Younker

.1

Paducah. died
Victim...1in. March 29. 2011h. at IL 10 p.m. at Parks ten Nursing and
Rehab. Paducaft.
hotneniaker. she was .1 past member of a Homemaker. Club
Her husband. Joseph A Younker and one brother. James Smith.
both preceded her in death. Born in Woodhury..he was the daughter in the late John W. Smith and Minnie Bell Phelps Smith
Sur. is ors include two daughter.. Sirs Ronnie Y ('jitter and ho'.hand hem. and Mr. Rita Jo Haiti and husband. Jimmy. all of
Paducah. one sister. Mrs. Ruth Smith Moore. Morgantown: one
brothel. Paul r Smith. Woodbury. tour grandchildren. .Alicia
Reese.. Murray. and .Arrianda Canter W'aldridge.
(-alter and
Kant t artier. all of Paducah. seseral nieces and nephew..
The funeral will he Sunday at I p.m, in the chapel of Mihier and
Orr Tuneral Home. Paducah Father J. Patnck Reynolds will officiate Burial will follow in Mi Cannel Cemetery
Sisitation will he at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m today
i Friday I
I %pressions of snipathy may he made to Market House
Museum. 121 S Second St., Paducah, Ky 42001: Alzheimer'.
Avwsetation. Greater Kentucky Chapter. 3703 Taylor.% die Road.
Suite 102. Loui.silk. Ky.. 40220-1330: or American Cancer
S.s. ct.. 140 Parisa Proc. Paducah. Ky., 42003

Charles William (Bill) Speaks
Renton. died Wedtle%4LO.
p ii at his htnne.
IliaillenalKe employee at Kentucky Dam Village Stair Resort
Park. he was of Catholic faith. an Army seteran. and
a member of the American Legion
Preceding him in death were three sons. Lonnie
l!igk McCoy.('harks McCoy and Ben Speaks, one greatgreat-grandchild. Audrey. Gray and grandparent..
Charles and Agnes Speak.. who reared him. Born in
tads% Ilk% he was the son of the late Lewis Speaks and Virginia
kntiii Speaks
Sur% ors include his wile. Mrs Mary Clark McCoy Speaks. two
daughters. Mrs Barbara Jean Adams. Cadit. and Mrs. Carolyn
Holloway. Rawlins. Wyo, seven sons. Mark Morgeson,
Wewahitehka, Ha.. Jimmy McCoy. Ronald Wade McCoy and
Eiltme MeCoy, all of Benton. John McCoy Jr.. Cadiz. Homer
McCoy. Murray. and William McCoy. Wake. Va.. 33 grandchildren.
29 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will he Sunday in 2 p.m in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home. CAM/. Res Allan Trull will officiate. Bunal will lot
low in the House Cemetery. Cadir. with military riles at the gra% r.
side
Vlsitation will he at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Saturday
2,011t).
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Torndoes
spawned as
result from
weather
By The AseoPeled Proles
A bee of ibusamearass pectins heavy rMa. Mil and high
wind generated Iontaants as it
mused
seseral
through
Midwestern gales, teasing
karat dime pet* injured
The oorms &upped golflaill
sized had, destroyed homes.
knocked down power Imes and
tipped °se' trailers in Kamm.
Iowa and Nebraska.
authorities said bac Thursday.
The destruction was appat
ently flea% less in han.as. where
Gus Kathleen Sebeliu. Jet Wed
4 state iii emergency in
Children born the nuftftly ftecillfteebtadd iook over the deenego le a dutch south of Papilion.
Montgomery County in the
Neb Thursday. The *tamp was awed by SWAM Ihundisslonne that rolled through ewesoutheastern pan of the state
In central KAII%js J small ern Nebraska and western Idale Thiele*
tornado touched down neat the Picture slamming into the com
while trying to a•OW a tractor- irstiard It mist ,usi.miers with
town of Hutchinson. where off'
mutiny of i.e Hunt
trader that was being blown in a few hotin.
eials said lightning or downed
In a rural area 10 miles north oser. towers said
ill Iowa. IfignitillIr• were
power lines may has.: sparked ot Independence. Ilse homes
In Nebraska, two semis were reported nest Creston in the
prime fires that kneed the csac- were destroyed and seseral blown oft lnierstate Wu west tit southwestern pan 01 the stair
uation of several homes Winds mobile homes were tipped user
t011ins and RCA( 1/CSOlko fil,entr.s1 Iowa.
ir-and Island. said
overturned a semitrailer and Sehelius said in a ness• release
of the Nicht-A.4a Siaile Patrol said Craig Copal. a ineininsio
damaged structures in the north- One Ulan was airlittiNi to j hos.. ofiiix in Lincoln
get will the National Weather
eastern part of the .441e
Nal in Joplin. %to . the release
A tornaik) that touched down Service ie Memos He said Ibr
One person was injured in J 'aid
near Poodles Mew oft
thunderstorm. torusgat wa
home when a it Wnadi
fled
the weather .ers,lie %Land of the Papillae'Chew& of ksu. reaching up to MO mph.
down in the community of .10‘411Ct person was hurt when a Christ of LAW
In the Ames area, Civil seed
Doy Seias. offiHas ana. said Joy
Moser. J car New titer in Marloil
cials said. Seined eel limifthar one mobile bounty was drillnirld
.poke.vouin for the Kansas
The Kama. Ilighwas Patrol were Nowa over on a farm south tsy high winds and two gam
if
Emergency
1)1% ision
stud winds ‘iintrihuted to molly
were bknori or tipped from ihsir
Management The tornado then accidents in Mc-Phermiri and
About 8.500 Omaha Pak
outrideion
tr.t‘eleti ninths:am. osenurning Sumner counties In OM of Power 1>istnct manners Inaf
mobile homes at Ilk City Lake
hem J Jr is CI us ercorret:tied power. official. said Power Was

Pastor's wife ordered held minus bond
By WOODY BAIRD
Assot_i,iti.d Press Writer
st Sit K. Jenn Ap,
minister.
. wile charged with
shooting her husband to death in
the church parsonage was
ordered held without hail
Thursday alter u ais mg her right
to a hearing that would have
aired the evidence against her
The case against Mary
Winkler will now go before a
grand Jury. expected to Itleel in
June to determine it there is
enough es silence to support the
first-degree murder :hat ge
against her
Defense
attorney
Sic% e
hawse said Winkler decided not
it) ask for Kul. in part to protect
her three young daughters but
the defense may ask tor J bond
hearing later
'We feel it sloe's no ow any
good to hear had things said
about the mother of children We
don't feel that it doe, anyone
any good to hear gruesome
things about their late father:.
Earese said outside the s oun
room.
Mary Winkler. 12. is charged
with shooting Matthew Vs inkler.
minister of fourth Street Church
ot Chnst in Selmer. a small tow n
80 miles east sit Memphis
BatOn,
nother
Le.he
defense lawyer, said Winkler is
-fragile emotionally and a
ehOlOglial exam is expected
'We iust think it's in her best
interest to not base bond right
now.said This is a

AP
Mary Winkler enters the
in
courtroom
Thursday
Selmer. Tenn as one oh her
lawyers Steve Farese. talks
to her and takes his place
beside her
marathon this is not a prim
We'ri: going to come at this. is
Slit
C seen 10 date %e.t- slowly.
%cry methodically
Authorities •.1 %kinkier confessed to shooting her 1 1 -yearold husband on March 22.
although they refuse hi discuss
am reason she gaie for the slaytog They haw said they don't
think infidelity was a factor but
won't an.i.% t siuestions about
whether Mars Winkler had
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custody of their paternal grandparents
Faresc said W inkier has
raked to ux her diadem 11semiaa. I, Mary Alice, b. asid
Parnete. 8 - but he was on
sure ware 111111101.111 Wow
Prosecutor Rice said dem%Lints okircoed by the county
grand furs in June generally go
to tnal in October stic at% fined
comment about the • Au. against
Winkler
Fares( said A inkler aas
upset and unable to coneentrate
on helping with her defense Itc
said he was unsure what die said
in J statement to polite and has
had no word from authorities on
what they helot-se was a moUse
'What I'm trying to pet to is
a position where she can focus
aid vie tan pet s4iii it thinks
she aid is dot beerview arid ex
lieven't postale dome yet.- he

April 17th

S4 Chevy Cavalier

Pullip klappor.
at 10 a.m at
Baptist Church. Mayfield. Res Bob Swift and Dr. Harvey
ly nii kier will Officiate.
former students will he actise pallbearer. Members of Mayfield
Rotary Club and of Seventh Street "Think Tank- will he honorary
pallbearer. Burial will follow in the Maiplewind
Cemetery with military rites to he conducted by
Amens:in Legion Post #245 and TilghmanBeauregard Camp of Sons of Confederate Veterans
isitation will he at the Byrn Funeral Home.
Alistield. from 5 to 9 p.m today iFnda)I
1- xpre.sions ot sympathy may he made to First Baptist Church.
11$ A South St.. Mayfieid. Ky.. 4206;6 or Mayfield Gras-es County
Animal Shelter. 500 N. 121h St. Mayfield. Ky... 4206h,
Sir Barton. MO. Mayfield. died Tuesday. March 28. 2006. at 6:45
9,i, ii las kson Purchase Medical Center. Mayfield
A wilted teacher of the Mayfield Independent School, he w as a
former state representatoe An Army veteran of the Korean
Conflict, he was a member of American Legion Post #26. Mayfield
Rotary Club. Graves County Historical Society. TilghmanBeauregard ('amp of Sons of Confederate Veterans and of First
Baptist ('hutch. Mayfield
He was the son of the late Reece Houston Barton and lean Caner
Barton.
Survivors Include several cousins

accused her husband of ahii.c
(hi Thursday night. Mae
medical es.uniner 1k Si
Leiy told CNN'. Larry King
that Matthew Winkler was killed
lw J single shotgun wound to his
hack, tired from a range of "a
couple (0 a 10M. feet (any said
Winkkr pnilvaNy did not die
immediately
Pro.ecutor Enzaheth Rice
refused to say if authorities had
been prepared to disclose their
throne. on mome had the pre
limmary hearing been hekf
At such hearings. prow% utors
often put on r% idence to support
arguments that the accused
should remain behind bars.
The minister's hody was
found in the parsonage when he
didn't show up for an esening
s hurch sen ice The next day.
Mary Winkler was found in
)range Beach. Ala with the
shildren. who are r)‘'s% 1!‘ 'h,'
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COMMUNITY
IIIIP
Masonic lodge will dedicate
building area for Farley

Flutist will be featured
in recital on Sunday
public Womb to a grant from
tillwnty State University.
Rea coarawitts ftuther. "Murray Suits Uaiversity's Instructional Developenent grant is a
source of funding which helps
to augment regular class wad
for students. While it can proVide A sane, of opportunities
for faculty and students at Murray State. this panicular grant
has also helped to fund a performance which will be free
Ii' the public Service to the
community and public ts such
All important aspect of what
Murray State L msersity prosides this region It is exciting to see aspects of our i:Ufriculuin incorporated into eeents
that can also he opened n, the
general public to aprweujtc"
For More information, con
tact
stephanie.rea tir: mut
ray state edu or Alberto Almar/a
at alnherta andrew cmu.edu

'Pain Management at the End
of Life' will be via satellite
Eachsear the Hospice 1-otin
dation of America iHFAi presents a nationally recognised
distance learning program. use
51.1 satellite. 10 more than
I 2S.000 people in 2.000 coin
tummies
This year H1-A s 13th annual national hereaeement telecon
ference locum:. OH -Pain Man
agement at the End of Lite
!he telecintlerence will
examine the gap between
knowledge and application ol
effects% e pain control in the
person esith J terminal condition. including pharmaceutical.
psy
Nil
spiritual
and
complementary aspects ot pain
management
Moderated In hank Sesno.
protessor ot - public policy and
.111

he Vsette(-ohm. SIStik. ACM\
BCD: Kenneth J Doka. PHI).
MDie, W A 1)rew Edmondson. attorney general of Okla
homa. Kathleen Al Foley. MD.
kelli Gershini. .35P.N.
William Lamers Jr.. MD: Brad
Stuart. MD. and Douglas J.
Weschules. PharmD. 13(.•PS.
The group will look at law'.
and regulations that hinder the
practice of pain management
Discussions A ill crummy ways
in which health care workers
and the general public can
work together to imprine the
societal approach to pain management.
The teleconference will he
broadcast
in the Pur
chase Area De% clopmeni Di.
Intl Small Conference f051111
in Mayfield. Ky There is no
charge for allendanie, hut seat ing is limited. Those wishing
to attend are encouraged to
call 1-270-247-7171 to regis-

(it Ogle

Mason Cnieersity and special
correspondent with CNN. the
program will he broadcast
Wednesday from 12:30 to 3 p.m
Members of the panel will

•
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

To
subscribe to

3CHEDULE GOOD THRU APRIL 6

Editor
Photo provided
Pictured (from left) are Dr Kern Alexander. interim Ma)president: Richard Blalock II MSU senior pre-med major and a
May 2006 graduate candidate. and Richard's father, Or.
Richard Blalock. a 1974 MSU graduate and team physician to
the MSU Racers

kichao1 Blalock II was able
to enhance his pre-med skills
while at Murray State Cniversity through a summer internship with Dr. Eddie McFarland. a 1978 graduate who is
%ice chairman. Department of
Orthopedic Surgery. and professor, On ision of Sports Medicine and Shoulder Surgery. at
the Johns Hopkins Unisersity
.School of Medicine in Bahlmiire
A pre -med ritapir who scored
among the top eight percent
in the nation on his Medical
College Admission Test Scores.
Blalock shadowed McFarland
dunng clinic and surgery procedures. The recipient of the
2004 irdSt' Howard Hughes
Medical Institute UndergraduResearch
Scholarship.
ate
Blalock also Jscored licieFarfand
with his -Examination of the
Shoulder.
The
Complete
Guide' textbook.
Also the team physician for
the Baltimore Orioles. McFarland said the students he work.
with during summer internships
are pros ided w oh me aluable
experiences that will aid them
medical
their
throughout
careers. "All of the experience
I gained while at Murray State
has benefited me today. and 1
ileheee it is important to pass
along that same spun to thiise
ho come alter you seeking
medical career professions." he
Blalock, who also acted as
normal model for shoulder
examinations and moeement
lor the hook photographs, said
tic ree iewed ea -h chapter. ensuring the citations were accurate "I also made sure We had
.111 of the cited material physically in our office. so !here
was no question ahliut the
material cited and for quick
reference it needed
the textbook the first of

LEVIER&TIMES
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Murray-Calloway ('taunts
Senior Citirens Center. located at 607 Poplar St.. Murray.
has announced two special
eeents for the month of April.
On April 12, there will he
a -Save Face- featuring a skin
care program by Dr. John R
Bright It will he followed Its
free facials from a Beauty. Control consultant.
The e%ent will begin at 9
am and a light breakfast snack
will he pro% Wed. Those attending both programs will he cli

MIS

alisasamliseafloo.w.•VI 144 MSS

— —

—

Sullivan's Par 3 Golf 8, Sports Center'
1.00
OFF
18 14o4es
W This
Coupon

'GOLF

Ed Johnson ol Murray was the winner of Mc ri,is nous,
gixen away in a fund-raising promotion by the t. oun :Appoint
ed Special Adeticate group of Calloway County on May 25.
according to Michelle I. Gantt. director

An Angel Alert has been issued hy Calloway County fain
Is Resource Center. A family of parents and three children
As the center
are in need of a three bedroom house to rent
will he on vacation for the coming week for spring break any
person hae mg or knowing of J house may call Mi. hell.. Hansen
center director. at 978-0542

New Beginnings to hear Kraemer
Dottie Kraemer. protect director for Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Preeention, will be the keynote speaker
for New Beginnings on Saturday at 6:30 p m at Westside Baptist Church. Trish Barton. coalition network coordinatoi, will
also he in attendance to help arnswer questions -Die meeting
will begin with a politic k meal The public is !netted

Blood River women plan event
The women of Blood Riser Baptist Church will. have a
community wide meal Saturday at 6 p.m at the church. Later
an appetiter and dessert auction will he held with the proceeds to go for the Annie Armstrong Easter ()tiering Me Nishs is melted

Four Rivers Group will meet
Four Risen Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m in
the annex of Calloway Public Library This is open to all
musicians and listeners. For more information call Velsaleen at
753-6979

Newman House plans dance
The Catholic NC% Man House will host a senior cituen dance
on Saturday fnim h to 9 p.m a/ Er Mattingly Hall. located
on the corner of North 12th and Payne Streets, Murray. KO re.hinents will he proeided This e‘ent is free hut donations are
A eh:1)111C

Dixon Cemetery plans work day
.A Maintenance Day will be Saturday started al 9 a rt) at
Dixon Cemetery, located in Trigg County, according to Herhen E. McMeen. All persons haying families hurled at the
cemetery are urged to attend to help with the maintenance.

Gun club plans Saturday event
Henry County Gun Club will hasc J fundraiser for the
Hemy County. Tenn., 4-H Shooting Sports on Saturday from
9 Wm i0 3 p.m. Those attending may participate in skeet,
trap and sporting clays. For more infonnation call Terry Williams
at 1-731-642-6352; or snot the club %scissile at wwss hege net
for a map to the club.

Spring registration today.
Calloway County Preschool and Head Start spring registration will he today until 6 p.m. at the preschool 11 your child
will he 3 Of 4 years old on or before Oct I. 2006, come to
registration with your child's certified birth certificate. Social
Security card/medical card, and proof of income fur 2005. For
more information call 762-7410.

3.50/9 NoIas
$5.50/18 Moles

Kirksey Ball Park will hese sign-ups for players. age. ; to
15. on Fnday from 5 to 7 p.m at Ktrksey
nited Methodist
Church. Those unable to attend on Friday may call Dianna at
1-270-327-2072.

St. Leo plans fish fries
St. Leo Catholic Church will continue with its all-you-can
food and fellowship today front 4:30 to 6. 30 p m at the Parish
Center on Payne Street behind the church on North 12th Street
Take-out service is also available All proceeds help support
the programs at the church The public is urged to attend

Senior scholarship offered
The Alumni and Associates ot Calloway County Schools
will offer a scholarship to seniors who have at least a 3(1
GPA and an ACT score of at least IX AIso, at kasi one
parrnuguardum or grandparent must he r member 44 the Alum
ni and Associates of Calloway County Schools Applications
are available in the guidance office and arc due by April 28.

IAAP will award scholarship
MUM) Chapter of International Association of Admmi%trame Professionals (I AAP1 will again award a scholarship to an
entenng freshman ma)onng in a business related field at Slur
ray State University Interested mdisiduals should send a resume
and current transenpr to Sarah Alexander, E-4 Coach Estates
Dr, Murray. KY 42071 Applications will he accepted through
today

GOlf CARTS 3.50 PER 9 MOLES
Beginning Goners Are Welcome

Jack Gilfoy, drums
in this tribute IL

•

LESSONS BY LYNN SULLIVAN
I

(Oka_ nk "um'
900 Oseisdarrieri

Ole for door pnies sponsored
hy The Murray Bank Goodie
hags will also he gieen out to
those who attend.
To sign up for this special
event. call Knstin or Ten 31
753-0929
During this tax season, the
center will hint, two more dates
to twee free tax assistance prosided by AMU'. This will he
on both Wednesdays. April 5
and 12. from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
This is a first come first serve
basis.

r -------I
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its kind, is meant to he a complete shoulder examination
handbook for all clinicians.
orthopedic surgeons. orthopedic residents, physical therapists. athletic trainers or specialist treating shoulders "There
has newt been a hook about
the complexit of the shoulder examination." McFarland
said. "Based on cern one 1
hose talked hi. shoulder examinations can he difficult and I
felt through this hook I could
describe presious shoulder
examinations and tests over the
with the ultimate goal
eats
to pioduce a better understanding
A 1998 MSC Distinguished
Alumnus recipient. McFarland
credits Dr. Hal Houston in the
toreward of the hook A1958
graduate who sened as ii mentor to McFarland. Houston
offered a unique opportunity
for MeV:irland during his undergraduate years "Or Hal Houston allowed me to enter the
%urger) room with him, scrub
in and watch the numerous
surgeries he performed... he
said. "The summer internships
e offer with students allow
the same influence to he extended to them as Hal did for me."
The recipient of the Hugh
Houston Memorial. Murray Callow .is County Medical and
William E. Wilson Lambda Chi
Alpha scholarships while at
MSU. Blalock said it was an
honor to intern with Mcl-arland. in addition to the daily
intern
responsibilities. Dr
McFarland also took me to some
Orioles games and that was a
great expenence." he said. "I
know if I am e‘er in the position to help pre-med students
I will also do anything I can
to help them prepare for a
medical career as Dr McFarland has for me."

Local senior citizens
announce programs

PaduCahSPolionyOrchestra
hr welcoming
Cecil Welch. trumpet

REGIONS

Johnson winner of CASA playhouse

Kirksey Ball Park plans sign-ups

Join Akin* Berlowitz & the
& Paducah Symptom,Chorus

cial dedication for Farley wits is retired
from the .5 Postal Service.

Angel Alert issued by center

Blalock attends summer
internship at Baltimore

a
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DESTINY

berets, ea Seedey frees 2 te 4 p.m. at the
ledge bell. Swelled at the center er Ky.
Om 121 Meth wed Rebechiss Reed Nee&
lied McCown et Ilestee. peed deputy
Dishiet 2 et the Free sad Accepeed
be the speeher.
Mame,
Mai Weelbeelesik seeler at the ledge,
said the besseseet Nee et the Wipe bell&
Ws
leg wit be dedicetet he Mow et Pete FarDatebook lei, who Ms ghee an eeertuses aseret of
By Jo Burlyeen work sod dedication Se ihe Sedge.
Community
The publk hi leetted ho ideend tide spe-

Suet.
The comet is free to the

\Anse Chilean flutist Alberto Almeria will be featured in
recital on the campus ol Murray State Univroty in the performing arts hall at 2 p.m. on
Sunday
Almaria
gl%1: J leclufedC111011•frall1111 011 little% from
cultures from mound the world.
including the tin dein silver
flute kk'orks pert,,rmed will
range Iran tranquil liartNUe
Wish • WI) the w,s Kieft flute. to
modern work• with computerueti electronic effects
The recital will he interesting. intormanee and entertaining all at the same time.
Alma/a possess J di% erSit) iii
musical ability and a perspecto. e that few musicians haee
Hay mg been raised in Chile.
educated in the United States
and hay mg performed around
the world. he Is A nire talent
that Murray is lucky to experience." say, Stephanie Rea.
professor of flute at Murray

tt ortinitilliCai1011

Murray Ledge No. lid etEnre amml Amped Mimeos ell have a speciel dedleeties

$2000
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$2 00 Off
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Special screenings
scheduled in April

William T.

Sampson

CCHS student
selected for
membership
ATLANTA. Cm. -- The
National Swift if High
Schad Mahn amemaced Ohm
William Tower SaMpson of
Murray. Ky.. ha. heat selected for membership.
Sampson t• J senior at Calloway County High School.
The society recognates the
top scholars in the nation and
in% lie% only those students who
ac hies ed superior AL AdCM14:
ewelknce.
acc.ordtng
to
SHSS hounder and Chan
man (lies `Sobel. %Mot' mem
her of the Nobel pore tam'.
l.

Glaucoma is the leading glellit,itt.• &MI osteopocosis
cause ot Madam se theI. nit
screening% dui* the month
ed States. with aggeonienetely of April for alISso interested
Iwo nullion people having tome is participial,
degree of %isual
Sok ogiesimp
ht: April
train saw
COM&
VI beim=I ca. to noon
Osieeporosas is responsible mad I ID 3 p.m The screenfor more doom 1.3 sillies frac- op eye bac but drew poemtures anomaly is the Usiad twin
ibe eppamiap MVO
Stases tacked* 300.000 hip maim as ippoislaimet by callfractures. 700.000 vertebral * the Cagier far Heal&
fractures and 2-S1).000 *no frac
Wellman
toles
For awe ioteraision or to
Ill is iiiiponani It. he screened
vchedsle au appaisomeno for
tor glaucoma and osteoporosis the i.creeeings. conta.1 Allison
so you do not become a nied
Lamaism health premiuOfl.
ical statistic To make thew catiedismeor at Marray-Callamay
screenings mote accessible to Comity Hospital. phone 762
the conimunity. the Center tot 134$.
Health & Wellness will offer

Montgomery receives
special prize at college
Vi()OSTER. Ohio - bac id
Montgomery of Murray. Ky..
retei%cd the Ricardo Valencia
Prhic for Excellence in the
department of Spanish at The
College of %4twIslcr.% %di .in
at recognition banquet
Montgomery is a rumor
Spdffish Malt,' at the c°liege
He is a graduate ot Murray
High School and is the son
it Rs s Dj% id and Ann Mane

Montgomery of Murray
This prim is awarded annu
ally to a major in the depart
MOW of Spanish who, in the
illerICIK of the department
OWL ha &KC the hest work
in three at the tOur areas taught
in the department First pref.
acme is gis en to a junior
The prue is to he used to pur
chase materials needed tin
Senior Independent Study

Participants will be instructed on bow making
Ledger

I.

Special to the
ICKI
PO
\aloe
%Merit:an, of the Mississippi.
an culture AI Wickliffe Mounds
State Historic Site felt behind
many of their stone and hone
arrow heads. es idence that they
used a how and arrow for hunt
ing. some of these implements
are on display in the triu•e
um
Participants in a special
workshop on April t• and 9
will he able to build their own
eastern woodlands style longhow s instructed hy 'Inman e life
specialist
was
Gordon
Holmes This will he the eighth
'tearthat Holmes has taught
the class on hiM4•121.1kUllit al
Wickliffe Mounds

Workshop begins at 4 nt
Saturday and ends at 4 pm
Sunday %%soon to the part
see first hand
will he Able
how these how'. are made from
hickory wood or Osage orange
stases For anyone interested
in taking the workshop. carvmg is asailahle on Saturday
night C.unping rules apply for
pnnutise sites
Tools for bins building and
one %taw per paniemant will
he molded. but bring your
own camping gear Regoaralion for the workshop is $80,
call the park office for A\All.
Assiut% at I 2711-115-14.81 Gen
era! admi,ssion pros ides ‘1•1
tors acress to the museum and
the hoss building area

Wickliffe Mound. State Historic Site is located Al 44 Green
%yet. Ks 51/60. at Wickliffe
in Ballard County Wickliffe
Mounds is open April through
October from 9 tm to 4 141
p.m. Admission ICC% are S5 for
adults. and $4 for children ages
6-12 Group rates and guided
tours .1%iulattict Is AppointMent

Amanda Hall named
assistant art director
for Paducah Life

Amanda Hal

K
knurls& Hall
has hen named Assistant Art
Imoomerlvi
#ide Mac
wit& peadahod by hiatriine
Cempanskadeen of Paducah
NM at a SussCam Lao& rad
gam if Miami
limbersty web a Beeleabw el Pete
Am awes 1611 Feaerved the.
Pam Elliesbeat
Caleb Rea
Antbesegewhy Amedia
She yes the eeeipint ifibe
Jim Bry moo Graphic Desige
Award in 2011s and receoed

the OMAN lass C air sad is
30116
n a swum arose
Oa at die AiJplas Cho "vanesal Hoene Society. the Alpha
Umbel Dam Hoorn Smarty
dist Amman imeoute ifGo.
K Aar I A/GA) and flit Agape
man Adveramsp FethealMe
Her wadi ha has
as immerren occrisions flarar
ray lam Lerverwi s Clare
isapie Geller, as *ell asthr
hISC Cunt. Centel

Spring Wildflower Weekend at LBL set
GOLDLIS FOND. It1 —
Crash the pal of ow region's
spring wildflower bloom Ivy
coming out to Land Between
The Lake'. 11.81.) NAt1021•11
Recreation Area for the Spring
Wildflower Weekend Ihscos.
a a weekend of wildflowers
at the Negate Station t NS) and
Hoomplace i HP1
Hilo% guided walks. exciting programs and dertionstra
lions, and other wildflower
related anoint% New this sear.
the wildflower discocery walk
ing and din% WI tout hrOCIMIV.
AMA• '.tutors an ibpriortUnd
to %pat some oi 1131 s spring
wildflower hillspOts
The weekend features Or
Edward Chester. Professor of
HOoktp at Austin Peas Stale
ni% cyst()
Che•ler will
kid Iwo wikftlower walk'. along
BC•lf Creek on SAttlfti.1
Oftlki.1 rOf

these hikes Please tall 270-924
2020 to reset-se your spot
hsplore some ol I /31 .• hest
ildtlow et way. ch..% CT hOiA
wildflower. were used hy 1Kif
Ant. SiOf S. and learn how to
.6414.1 wildflowers to your own

hackyard the weekends &co%
Station Ate $.1 tut Apes it &
:nes include
up. $2 tor
s 12. and 4
Serimedm. April 15:
& under are free Call 2/0
• 10 aJit.-12:30p.a.. Dr. 9242021) tor &filmiest Maw
Chedet's ULWA — atation. resersations and %pc
south Welcome Swim
cad pagrant awes MC WOK
• 10 a.m.-1 p.m_ Ind EdiOwe and Nature Viatica) will
bles — HP
Swear.
K I pni
• II ant . Wildflower Hike •
Aprd 16, der is-, the Easier
for Kids - NS
• 1 p m Wildflowers in holiday.
Laid Between The Lakes Your Garden . NS
• 1.104 pm. Itr liester .• National Recreaticat Area is
Wildflower. Walk
South public lead managed by the
Welcome Station
LAI/A Fewest Serveue. IK pan
• 1-4 p in . Folk Medicine nership *nth limn& if LIU
HP
with an anyhoMs op flunky*
• 2-4 p.m.. Wildflowers &
recreation
mid ellifironowntal
Wildlife Hike
Hematite Like
education ESL *simnel= is
Trail
as affable hy calbrog 1 4100.1L1111Sowlim. April 16:
Woodworking w ith 7077 Of 270-924-3100. or oe
•2 p
the Internet at wwwIttots
Flowenng Tree.
HP
• 2:30 p iii . Ready, Set. Pot
linate! Kid. Games - NS
• 24 p.m. Wildflowers and
GET ALL
Wildlife Hike Hematite Lake
TIE
NEWS
Trail
Some oh the special programs
base additional ,osis. ma%
,
require reset-'. Joon.. or oni!
.Vi
.04
"
.1
limited numbers can participate
CALL
General admission prices tot
The Fionx-place and Nature 753-1914

Banquet, auction scheduled
The annual CASA (Court
Appointed Special Advocatei
banquet is scheduled for April
21 at ts p rn in the small hall
room 4)1 Murray State [nicertilr.\, CUM,(

Amy Watson. former NPSOTV news anchor and author
of the children's hook. -The
Hairdresser's Baby.- will he
the featured speaker
The es cm is An important
fundraiser tor CASA and the
local point of Child Abase Pre
%mem Month
Items from
eral Its..ml nwr

4.- hains will he featured in the
silent auction
Tickets are $20 each and
\kir
,,„ he obtained
the
ray-Ca/Iowa, Counts Chamber
of Commerce or at the CASA
office at 30t North Founh St.
phone 7bl-01M,
Also turn on )our porch
light from 7 to 4 p.m On Aprl
2(1 to show support and nee
lected children in our L•ommti
nits. The light s ,
message that esen •111i:il
unteer can make a dalCIVOcl
ii an abused or neglected child

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

LADIES FASHION
SUNGLASSES
NOW 2 POPI 1.0 Is 112C

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

Student selected resident assistant

It

St
.11

LEXiNGT()N. ky - Mwras High School graduate and
Transylsania Unisersity soph
omore Haley Hart has been
selected as a resident assistant
1R.A.1 for the 201116-200"
year.
R \ It .- lilt. u.k ads
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lawn.mvand Landscape

r-ir--umMINMEr
mmars-das.4,..dorimmor

.1111

4.,.

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

• Lan Miming
•lanascape Design
• Mulching
• lavvn Renovation
• Aeration
• Fertilization
•!Seed Control
(1.-len•ri.••-• If

Han is the daughter of Ten \
nil Ie.& HartStun i\

WALLETS
HANDBAGS
Now 2 FOO list. NM

ONE

BUY

FREE

MISSES WOVEN
SHIRTS
NiCrSv 2 ION 1129 91

it
eif I

wart- fir1ir

mg students. planning and
implementing
educationalls
supponisc actismes in the re,
idence halls and working with
members of the Iransslyam.,

LADIES DESIGNER

View Out
Entire Inventory
www.
ben neurnotorsinc
.corn

ii

436-2320
2p3:0034.

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

LADIES NEW FASHION
JEWELRY
NOW 2 POP 1110 se $32

NOW

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

MENS STRIPE
KNIT POLOS
NOW 2 POP MAN

BUY ONE GET ONE

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

FREE
MENS PIQUE

YOUNG MENS
MESSAGE TEES

NOW 2 1001114 el to $22 So

1

FREE

MISSES FASHION
KNITS
NOW I POO 1128

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

MISSES CAPRIS
AI GAUCHOS
low 2 P0I1 82111 Sc
BUT
F
ol
uiiTiDNE
MISSES DESIGNER
SEPARATES
NOW I PON 1134 to ISO

1-800-363-4720

BUY ONE GET
R WE
JUNIOR FASHION
TANK TOPS

NOW 2 POO Si••

FREE
MOWI POK1114.90

2 POO SII•

FREE

MENS ELLIOTT'
FINE GAUGE KNITS
NOW

BUY
F
ONE GET ONE

YOUNG MENS SOLID
STRIPE POLOS

MENS SUPER
100'S SUITS

REE

NOW 2 PON Sill le Is $34.11

110•1 2

P001145

ONE
FR
E
YOUNG MENS

BUY ONE GET

sPOss 2 FOP $te 114

FREE

KIDS DESIGNER
SEPARATES
wow
2 /011 III is $ig 110

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

FREE
BOYS SOLID

10011, I PON 5.4 14

2 000 121 11,9

BUY
F
AIGiT ONE

BUY ONE GET ONE
GIRLS FASHION
TEES

Sc

BUY ONE GET ONE

BUY ONE GET ONE

50*

JUNIOR VINTAGE
TEE SHIRTS

NOW 1

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

FASHION SHORTS

JUNIOR BELTED
DENIM SHORTS

'We Service Most Brands

NOW 2 P00 Sas es

MENS DESIGNER
NECKWEAR
POO

JUNIOR GAUCHO
11 PALAZZO PANTS
NOW 2 POO 1112 Pe

ill GE Profile Stainless
Interior Dishwasher

POLO KNITS
BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

212 East Moon St • 7531586

FREE

MENS WOVEN
SHIRTS
, .

BUY ONE GET ONE

BUY ONE GET ONE

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

BUY ONE GET ONE

& STRIPE POLOS

NOW I POP Ilia WI is $1414

BUY
F
Or
t GET ONE
MEWS DESIGNER
SUITS
NOW 2
POO $ill* te 1311

MutTa

EA • Friday, Mardi 31, MK

Ledge(

L

finds

DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
RM. WM ann.

Wool,
Salioll

Sst 10.1b a.m.

rIT MAISCRIIIMIC&M CRUM=
Ins IMAM
ET ago
Mar aleaS
Woo
a la
ism.
Pmet as &mum momitint brew 363-3310

11111111111111
APOSTOIJC MOM IIRLI3111111111W
MISam
6 dip.ak
Dom*
46 p.m
Thursday

11131111111MS ST SOB
SOON 1111111111011 ARMEN
Rai* MO am
Hentim
SKS pin
9rimeny
740
WatInsedop OEN SW*

111.111,1
111,000 RIVER
11 00 a.in
• p in
1.senang W. , -10V
CHERRY CoRNEK
Sunday Selteel
Worship

10 a ea
Haw &Gpla

1C011.1110 A rt.: RAPTIST CHURCH
9 45•m
Sunda, is his .1
11111. in
Morning *Ms am.
6 II) p m
Everung Son wes
DEXTER 'BAPTIST l'HURCH
6 30 p rn
Viednrolas 14rru,
10 tnii a m
sorsa
11 on a ni
I.. ISP p iii
ELM GROVI: BAPTIST
900 ,, up
mundas Schsarl
1A onshsp
1000 a in & Islil p ril
S IMP p in
pleship Training
ENDIA.N1.117L
1019.1• en
"441141.45 SCht101
Morning Worship
11 00 in
200 p in
Aftrrnsion Worship
Ned Bible Stud% & South 7
p in
FAITH RAPTIWI
1100 a in
morn.ne. Worship
seining Worship
6.00 p in
FERGUNION SPRINGS BAPTIST
1000 a m
-.undo. School
Norahnp
II 01.14a m & 6:00 p m
700p in
Wedocialay
Muff RAPTDIT
9 45•in
sondes Sensual
& 10 55 a m & 6 p in
Worship ft
FLINT BAPTIST
1000 a in
Sunda, School
11 00•in
Morning Worship
11,46 p m
Evrmng Warship
GREATER HOPE MISIMONARY
930 a in
sunda, School
10 45 a in
Viorship
GRACE BAPTIST
930 a en
'undo% School
10 4-'l a m &kpiTi
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10•in
Sunda, School
11 a m & p m
Morning Winnhip
7pm
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
$ 45 & 10 30 a m
Worship
Sun Schools
ft 46 & 1030 a in
600 p in
Esening Worship
7 p in
Wodnoaday Worship
HAZEL'Amer
sundry School
930 a
Worship
10-30 am 493(1 p
5 30 p
Church Training
700 p
Wednesday Warship

m
ni
m
m

HILLTOP BAPTIST
10310 a in
Sunda% School
Woman,Service 11 -00•aa & 6 p m
7 00 p in
Wednesday
KIRKINCY SAFTIET
I I 19) a in
Morning Worship
6 :10 p m
Esc-sinner Worship

INNININaL MP
aasa saw
Ilaiiiip
Etwalm TAL
9UM=1101111111111=1,1111,
ain.
• &bed
II*am
Wank*
NEW MT.CAROM 111111=1144IN
1100..in
IL.
▪
WaloNa
lessumele Rae p.m

OAK GROVE
Essaday Basal
11 am & 7 pis
Werth"
OINKS cumin.
1000 am
Sundsy &Beni
II1M ass
Proodeng
30 p.m
Preyer Serene
ROO asn
Chun+
POPLAR IFFREIG
10 an.
Sunday Scheel
Worship 11-46• & 11 ass & 6 pan
SALMI SAPTIRT
10-00•in
Sunda% School
II am & 6 pin
Worship
700 pm
11.1nesday
SCOTTS GROVE
943• tr
Sunday School
10 45 a n.
Worship Sonia,
60*) p n.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 741*.) p
Prayer & Ensuing for Spiritual
Sat 6 p ai -10 p
Awakening
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
11 m 111
Worship
Medinessday
SOL'TH MARIMIALL
10 a n.
Sunday School
11 La..630 pm
Worship
7 p.n,
Wedneadiro
SPIKING CREEK
MI• rin
Sunday School
Worship Sirryncrs
Ihscipirshap Training
ST. JOHN
Sunda, School
Morning Worship

If We confess our sins, He is faithful and just, and
will forgive our sins and cleanse us
from all unrighteousness.

930•n
II •n

SUGAR(ESSE
Sunda, School
Worships,
11 a In Si
WedncsdaN7 p II
WEST FORK
111)1) am
51oriiing Worship
701) p in
Wrdnisdin 1:,rning
6
p nt
Sunda, I ,rning

IMIIIIANT SAME!CIIVIK11
10 are
Sunday &bad
Gam &Onto
Ware*,
Wetheneany
P
VICTORY BAPTIST ALIEN
Ill a flu
Sustday Schaal
Worship
11 atm & pm
7 p.m
Wednesday

GREEN PLAIN
1000 aln
tinble Studs
• 10.46 am
Morning Semar
1100 pm
Evening Worship
Wednrsday Worship
7-00 p m

CIITINUC

HAZEL CHURCH(W(*MUM
4191 A M
Habig Study
4 7.0 a m
Morning Worship
61111p m
Evening Worship
719) pun
Mid Week Wor-hip
HICKORY 1401,11. CHURCH OF CHRIST
WOO a in
Sunday Bible (*Lao
10-00 a in
Morning Worship
7151 p up
Wednesds, Nig10

RT. HENRY CATHOLIC('HURCH
41*' p
I.:atonic, AI..
111(11 A m
Sunda, Ma..
ST. LEI)CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturn. MA%.
600 p m
$ a.at & 11 a in
Sunda. A1 ...Li

CHRISTEN
AUlt()ItA(*KRISTIAN
Worship
111a in
Bible Study Sunday
7 p in
Sane Study W.-dna...din
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9-01a in
Sunday School
1015 am
Worship Sinner
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
*30 a in
Bible School
10.30 a m
Worship
6:00 p in
Evetung Service

ILIKILSEY CHURCH tW('NEWT
Sunday &bed
OHM am.
MAO am.
Mentung Warship
700p..
Events( Worship
altanday & Wednesdnys)
MT.OUTSCOMA OfCUM=
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship
1100 a.m
600 pun
Event,* kkor.hip
NEW CONCORD
Wit) am & 6pm
Norshnp
Hihlr 'loom.
9a m
7 p in
Wednoisday
NEW PROVIDENCE
900 a in
Bible Study
1000 a m k 6100 p m
Worship
Wed Roble Studs
700 pm

1111111 MIES

MOM
ALMO CIIVIRCH OF CHRIST
9-00 a in
Halle School
950 a in
Morning Worship
6110 p m
ip
I..

RAISIONT IIIIIIONITS COMM
I 1/1 Who isms d Gres Rpm
senility RAM
am.
servim,
IRO son.
Evua
7:311 um

nessm MANE
WOONM ANT=
PraainandEMS* I930 am &Ono
7 pia
*einem* FonSly Timalog
NEW
CHRISTIAN
s
Cliglan
to:
7
ap
Wednesdays
AMERICAll CMURCH OF GOD
1408 *wars. Mt
Sundays
10700 a on & 500 pm
Mt KRAY REsll(RATION
BIG‘sit m III IbM ('.1 BENT
10 00•m
Merotai Wendup
1015 am
Sunday Wool
1100•m
Wand*
in
•.m
a
Calaini
Sarmnelal
1100
0iK1 (1°4
9"Wahillittli
M6111116111•RI(

Mari11111111111113
JEK(WAICS WITNIL148
9 .10 a in
HAW Talk
OEM a in
Wassdnemer Study

1.1111111111111
IMMANUEL LITTREMAN
600 am
Bible Study
ID 30 a in
Worship

111111111111,
BETHEL INITED
9 30 a In
Mornou: Worship
1030 a m
Sunday School
6
p ni
6 4th Sun Night

MITER
931)am
Sunda. Sch..
Ill lu m p & tit10 p.m
Worship
700 p.m.
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
1000 a.m.
Sunda, Schoil
11 00•en
Morning Wonslup
le) pm
Sunday N iglu
7 im p
Wedneada, Night

sr =mit

PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
600 p in
Enticing Worship

COLDWATER CHURCH 1W CHRIST
',flit., 'V 1,411
4 III Iii
M.nong Norshnp
10 Ilam
.11-tong Worship
6-(9) pin
701) p 0
Wed HMI. Stud,

SECOND STREET
10 1.5 a in
Morning Worship
)HK) p in
Fortune Worship

GLENDALE ROAD CIRTICIII OF CURET
Worship
riam R•m •6 pm
1015am
RAO« Stud,
7 p.m
Wrd Bible' Study
UNION GROVE
1050 am
Morning Worship
6-00 p.m
Fyrning Voir.top
UNIVERSITY
9-00•m
Rib), Cl...
1000 m & $OO p m
Worship

gruff MURRAY
1031)•in
pm

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

WILLIAIII4 CHAPEL.
900 a m
Morning
ti
pm
Evening
7 00 p
Wed neadas

OMEN If NISI CINI1T
If 11,1111 Off 1111,1
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
(IF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10101a M
Sunday Prurshood
II 10• n.
ausiday NSW
12 10p ist
Sanromant Moetiss
11011611Pila
WE MEM SPUR'OPAL.
II) 30 a.ai
Worship
900 gm
Sunday Schaal
5 00 pin
Sunday Worship
12110 p

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10 30 a ni
Worship Sunda'.
Childron'. 5,., Ii School II On • in
Fitt1.1
Sunday s,-h,,.)
Worship

lOtai•in
1100..

MIRISOFI
10110 a in
Wiwi*
II 00•m
311111.61"asilliiinasm IKKA.
Cal iml7111:
im1 1
.51111.111W
1141bnis6
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:
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T11101
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NIS saw
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loan am
*am* emalag
Rio* Sc4.us.4
11 GO a in
Wad*
UNITY or FA/TH PICLLOWINIF
3,...
Smiley
UNITED
INIONILL MANN
7p..
Wain*
was a ai
thadhip
COM= WIER UN=OM
1100 am
Ihmaita Mew
NW Mod
1130•a sopa,
was*.
SOU=HUMANSGAD=
7 p is
Wad. Mb Rudy
11 46 an,
aunday NSW
Mew Illamais
7 F.. Moralmg Wasslim
11146 a in

R.S.V. I Mai 19

WESTSIDE BAJMIIT CHURCH
4 30 m
Sunday School
1030 am & p m
Worship
7pm
Wedessday

LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
1000 a in
Sunda, School
Worship
11 am &fipm
Wodnrsda, Winship
7 1111p a,

AKME1
(Eandttp
ataday

rmunrrea oar=

Being our Creator, God knows
us better than we know ourselves, and He is aware of everything in our lives. He knows
about all of our problems and all
ot our joys, and he knows our
good qualities as well as our
shortcomings. Sometimes we
may forget that God is watching
us. We may believe that when
we do something wrong, it's not
really that bad if no one sees us
or if we do not get caught. We
may even rationalize our action-and try to convince oursel%
that the wrong we did was justified. However, God
never rationalizes our behavior and he knows what is
in our hearts. Even with all of our imperfections, I-k
loves us and forgives our wrongdoing. Whenever we
are tempted or realize that we may have sinned I 'T
hurt someone, we should ask our Lord's forgiveness
and try to make amends. The Lord's Prayer exemplifies God's grace and mercy when we pray, "forgive us
our sins, just as we have forgiven those who have
sinned against Us."

PROVER1111011
Illonday Seined
ISM am
Gala &ism
Wank*

iO3()•in
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p m
730 p in
2nd Wednesday

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
Sutsdaw
.! 00 p m
2.00 p m

God Is Always
Watching

=am

Mataisi Iheship
Essmitri ViAmelp

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY UMW
10 Oil a in
Sundas School
Ilam &ftlelipm
Promising
7
p nu
Wodnesidas Night

LAX'LET Gams
MINI am
Sunday School
II am &fipm
Morning Worship
7(N) pm
Virdstaudav Worship

IIM7/1111T LAND
111111=111111111INTININASIONAL
7 pra
Ihisalias Ma Rudy

HOUSE
11100 am
1100a m

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10 00 9 rr,
Worship
WednesdaY Home Group. qm, p

RIOS/ICS CHAPEL
Sunda, School
Morning Worship
1s1 k 3rd Sun Night

Um=
WOO a m
11.00 a in
6-00 p in

COLDWAI'llt
10700 a m
Sunday Schaal
11 00 a m
Worship

camarcsovm

COIJCS
Worship Service
Sunday School

SW a in
954) a ni

DICITERMAIIDDI UNITED
10-00 a m
Sunday School
Worship
11 -00 a.m . R-00 p m

ruin

IJNMED REMIODIST
6-45411a ni
Worship
9 Mid in
Sunday School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10310• m
Sunda, School
11.00• m
Worship Service

AMU Ittli UNITED
40011Am
!Mildew 11130,1
1,100 a iv,
Preaching
WAYMEN CRAPTI. AME 111 TO II
Sunday Si. hsml
Monung run

NAZANENE
MURRAY (14110114
*46.-a
Sunday Scheel
1046 am
Morning Worship
600 pin
1.. soling N.9.hip
6 30 p in
Knerneolai Worship

PE1/111:11111%
APOSTOLIC PENTEt 11,1 Ai
Suaday SAW
II•nl • •p
Morahan
DETIMIL
MEM OP000
111110
Sunda. Schad
11130•en •
t'hunk
11'ednesday
BETHEl. APOSTOU('
PENTECOSTAL CHE'RC
11114,
Sunda. Scnol
110.
Worship Set-, We
iS,
Sunday Night
7 tin 1,
tkoduroda, Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
1001,
Sunda,
. School
II 00 a m 49.3.
Worship
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL.CHI Si
lois
Sundas School
11 a m &
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
Worship
,
Wrdneada, Wor
FAITH TABERNAt'LE
10(9) a nt
Sunda, School
Worship
II•m & 7 p m

percroroorrAL

JENNY RIDGE
ti 110 p in
Saturday Evening
Worship
10 30 a m & p m

coraveD

NEW
Sundas Worship & Servos.
10 a in
Worship Sun 9pm 4W...) lpm

ciaitinvor ciErrrest

TRINITY
10 1111 am
Sunday Sego]
111 -.II A n1 &Is4in
lAm.ahlp
7 p in
Nrcinesda, Nonstop
UNITED PENTEC(XITAI.
CHURCH-NEW CON(YORD
loon a in
Sunday School
I I oil 7
pus
Worship Servo's-

GOSHEN METHODIST
o 00 a ni
Schian
Morning Worship
l000am

BETHEL PENTECOSTAL
10• ni
Sunday School
Worship •
Ilsm 65 p n
7p
Wednesday

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
9 45 m
Worship
1101.1am
Sunday School

PI111111F111111111

I NDEPENDEN('E UNITED
111110. n.
Sunda, tit 11.0.01
11 00 a.m
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY
Sunda, Sch....4
Morning Worship

twristo
l000 am
11310 ann

LYNN GROVE
930•m
Worship Sorvin
10-45•m
l'hurch School
MARTIOCS CHAPEL UNITED
900. in
Worship SerVie,”
10 30• m
Sunday School
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Harvest Land
Ministries will
be viewing DVD
Harvest Land Ministries
International will he viewing a
DVD uded -You Are father's
Happy
Tboisbetonight
(Friday)at 7. The place Is 10(41
ed at 922 South 12th St.. across
front Dwain Tay lor ('he% role
This is the second DVI) in
the
nine
part
series.
"Experienting The Father's
Embrace.- presented hy Jack
Frost from Shiloh Place
Ministries in Myrtle Beach.
SC
-Anyone who has eser ewe
nenced any kind of emotional
pain or struggled for position in
lite should see this message by

Jack Ernst It is so freeing to
understand that we are God's
happy thoughts.- a church
member said
Harvest Land Ministries still
continue to show these dunng
the last Meek of each month
until the entire Nenes has horn
viened
Pastors Michael and lame
Richardson and Pastors Dave
and Kris Latrainhotse hese
issued an open ins nation to
attend the showing of these
[)V Ds
For more information calf
759-5107

Aurora Baptist
Church will hear
Bro. Sivells speak
AURORA. Ky. — Esangelist Elm Ronnie Soells still he the
speaker at the revival services to he held at Aurora Baptist Church.
16236 US. Hwy.68 East. in Aurora. starting Sunday and continuing through 'Thursday. Services will start at 7 p ni cache ening
Bro Si% ells accepted God's call to preach 1 1 years ago He was
edutated at Mid Coatiosat University and has pastored three
.hurches in Kentucky. He has also served as a ‘ir animal esangel.
ist for nearly .e%rn years
St‘rlls Joined the Kentucky Baptist Consention in June 2004 as
the Church Denelopment Strategist for West Kentucky. .en mg 14
associations from Ohio County Association to the West Kentucky
Association He storks with directors of missions. connecting
churches that are struggling with thost- that are doing well
lie and his wife. Sandy. of 17 years base one son. Chns of
Pnncemit
Bro Richard Edmiston. pastor. invites the public to attend A
nursery still he as Adel*. along with gospel singing and interpreuse
sign For information call 437-3131 or 701-65

Bluegrass Gospel
at Martin's Chapel
A Bluegrass Gospel Singing will he Saturday at 3 p.m. at
Marlin's Chapel United Methridast Church. located on Martin'.
Chapel Road off Wiswell Road. Murray rhis will feature the
irandpa Legacy Group of Marshall County
A country meal will he semed following the singing There is no
harp: and the public is invited

Bethel Pentecostal
plans youth revival
Bethel Pentecostal Church will have a youth n:s is al starting
Sunday and continuing through Wednesday
Pastor Dale Newman will he in charge of the sers ices to start at
5 p.m on Sunday and at 7 p.m.. Monday through Wednesday
The church is located at 407 Bethel Road. Murray For intorma
tion call 293-1423

Palestine UMC plans
pre-Easter revival
Palestine t nited Methodist Church will hay.: a pre-Easier
resisal starting Sunday and continuing through Tuesday. Bro Joe
Walker of Parts. Tenn . will he the speaker for the services at 7 p.m.
each esening A potluck meal *ill he served Sunday at 5 10 p.m.
public is united.

Trace Creek Baptist
will present pageant
MAYHELD. Ky. — -The PTINTIISC.- a pageant on the life of
Jesus Christ. will he presented at Trace Creek Baptist Church. 1571
Ky Hwy 131. Mayfield. on April 7.8. 14 and 15 at 7 p.m . April 15
at 2 p.m and Easter Sunday. Apnl Its, at 6 p.m.
The presentation will he in the church's Family Life Centel It is
a blend of drama and music presented by the adult choir and support cast.
The chunk taviess die public to attend There is no charge of
admission, but everyone is urged to hnng a canned food item to sup
port the homeless shelter
For directions or to reserse seating for groups of 25 or more.
4:411111di office at 1-270-65g-330r or register online it
_ .10111111I1
vninv.eseseenik.ths.

FLAGS DONATED: Pictured (center) is Pomo( Brett Miles of Northside Baptist Church with Woodmen vt tne Vitoria
Representative and WOW Ledge 725 nieniber, Haney EUChanan (kilt) and 1140W Lodge 728 member (right) Rachel Jackson
presenting an Anweitcan leg WI photo) and a Christian NIP (righl Photo) to *is church from WOW Lodge 728

chuiches
Various
hate
eming
released information
then worship WI'S KC, for the
coming weekend as follows.
Emmanuel Baptist: Re%
Hal Shipley retired pastor, will
speak at the II a.m. and 2 p m
worship sers ices on Sunda
This will he in the absence of
Dr Paul E. MeWhener. pastor-.
whim will he preaching eight
times in eight days. four times
in Juata Peru. i12.0110 It rle‘anon in the Andes Mountains,
and tour limes in Villa
Sal% adore suburb of Lima.
Peru). Both of these locations
are organsred missions sponsored hy the Emmanuel Baptist
Church Sunday School will he
it I ii .1.111
of
Coldwater
t'bomb
China: Richard Guilt. minister.
will speak about -.Adultery in
Thought and Action - with
scripture from tlanhen S 27-.40
at the 10:15 J in worship sersice and about "The Wondering
And Lost Sheep" with sinpture
from /ate /5.3-7 at the 6 p Ui
worship service.
ittessorial Baptist: Br,'
Martin Seserns will speak at the
M:30 and 10:50 A.m. and n p.m
worship SCTSICCs. The ordinance
of The Lord's Supper still he
observed Al the evening bout
1. Lee is acting music director
with Misty Williams and Kathy
accompanist.
rati
as
Assisting will he Mark Cohoon,
deacon of the week and Bible
study program leader Sunday
School will he at 40 A.m.
Haael Church of IL'brist:
Wayne T Hall. etangelist, will
speak about "Sc'.en Churches of
Asia" at the 9:50 a.m worship
service and about -Make It As
Sure As You Can- at the 6 p.m.
atirship sen ice Bible classes
will he at 4 ant Sunday and 7
p.m. Wt-dnesday
%Vestal& Baptist: The Re'.
Glynn
On. pastor, will speak
about -Instilling the Pmictples
of Biblical Truth" of Pan 11 of
That
Will
"The
Legaey
Iranstorin
the
Next
Generation- with scripture from
Ikuteronom% .4 /./() at the
10:.10 am worship service: and
about "Easter Concert in
Prayer' with scripture from /
John 5:14-15 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Tommy Scott is
minister of music The choir will
sing "Let the Veil Down" and
Jana Schunng will present VC
cial musk' at the morning sers
ice and Shea McWheter will
present special music at the
evening hour. Mark Morgan and
James Foster. deacons of the

rh.

11111111

week. wili assist. Eric Wade is
malinger of students and Shelly
Hams is minister to preschool
.utd .hildren
Immanuel Lutheran The
Re'. Dr Chad histet pastor.
will speak about -Orate In Vie
A Pure Heart, 0 God- with
stripture from Psalm Silo at
the 10 /0 M Fifth Sunday in
Lent worship sers ice. Sunday
School and Adult Bible Class
will he at 4 A.111 1S1d1 a social
hour 414 4 .1.111. On Weanesday
soup supper will ht at 6 pro
and J worship sers ice 41 7 15
p in during Lent
Church
of
University
Charley Bauch. minister. will speak about "A Jattk
Slut Meets a Bug God" with
Slnplurv from bike /9 1.14) at
the 10 a.m worship %enact
Richard Youngblood. minister,
*ill
about "Jesus
speak
Cleansing the Temple- with
scnpture from John 2 12-25 at
the 6 p m worship sers ice
.Assisting Sunday morning will
he Jerry Green. Kim Akkrdice
Danny
and Walter Mein
Claiborne is worship leader and
Jeremy Swindle is youth and
family minister lithle classes
will hewn at am
First Presbyterian: Andy
Latimer and Andi Iknney will
speak about "1k here Are the
Miracle." with scripture from
1/anhen //
to he read 11
KAI(' Walker at the 10:45 a m
Sarah
worship
sers ice.
Ledbetter will be pianist
Assisting will he Caroline Jones
as liturgist. Roger Weis, Chris
Rosters,
and
,Aidan
Rachel
Schmeckpeper.
()manlike and Jess Arnold as
ushers Sunday School will he at
930 a.m.. Korean worship at 4
Contemplatrse
and
p.m
Worship at 7 p.m.
Poplar Sprint Baptist:
Dennis Steven. pastor. will
speak about -Hos% Is It YOU Do
with scripture
Not I interstitial
from War* 8:1-21 at the X 45
and I I a.m. worship ser% ices
and ahout -A Anrking Faith
with scripture from itInle 2 14
orship ser.
2n at the 6 p

We Dee and Kathy Liplord will 'fining My Best- at both morn
lead the worship vet-slices with ing services Ionia keit,. IMMO
Susan Reynolds. Dee Liptord. ter preschool And children, nd
gtse the clukiren Salltille at
HAAC1 Brandon and Carol Kelly
as accompamas Sunday School Psith sers RVs. Also assisting ad:
for all ages will he at 10 m
he tern (ids-% in. associate pits
tor Rick Melton and Ben
Goshen I isited Methodist
Siebmild.
Dannic
The Rev Mark Earheart. pastor
deacons.
will speak about 'Arse We Harrison and (den irogan
Done *hat Vie (ante Here to SurISLAS School will ISC Al 4 A'
Dor with scripture nom J,,hpi a in INC is p in worship soviet
will he in the church chapel A
l9:*)* the 9 a m worship set'.
ice. Tara Etheridge will he the contemporary praise and *or
pastor's assistant Tina Setion ship sers ice tot.eolkpe student.
will direst children's church
will he in the Sct building at
Sexton will also direct the choir p ni with Boyd Smith pastor sit
with Pat Brunn. Bonnie Smith South in charge
Nest lurk Baptist: Re'.
and Carla HAWs as asO.:011113a
JO LoSC11 and Robby
Manhev. NtIlt.tnts. interim non
Illst•
isk'f. will speak at the II am
Etheridge will serve As greeters
and is pm worship %cis noes
Sunday School with Bohtsy
Alvin
stA: will direst tht
Etheridge as superintendent will
music with ts ndy Satter* hilt
begin at 10.15 .1.111 The Goshen
Kirksey Youth Group still meet and Janet Arnold as Js'‘omp.,
inst. Sean and KM Hanes an
at Goshen SUntLIO at 6 p ni dur
south directors Sunday Sch.%)
mg April
Firm United Methodist: Mc with Phillip Bar/ell as supenn
Re'. Richard Smith senior pas
tendent will beat 10 eau
tor will speak about "Worship
Hardin lloptlet: Bro
The Di. me Encounter- with l'onningbani, pastor will wenn
tie his series in the buck of
...nom from Paden? 95
the Early Light worship sets ice Hrhrrt, at the 14 IS au tee
at rt 45 a in and the traditional
worship sers lie at I I a iii Dr
See Page 1OA
Pamela Nurgler is minister of •
music with Joan Bow ker As
organist For the offertory. lach
Kings will play -Ah. Holy
Jesus •' Assisting will he Re'.
Linda McKnight. associate pas
tor. and Katrina Olson and
Laiken
Balmier.
acolytes
Church School will he At 4 50
am The previous week's aor
ship %cry ice will he telettsed at
11 am on (*hatter Cable
Channel 19 and the delayed
worship ser% ice on Murray City
Electric Cable Channel 15 at
12:30 p.m
Pint Baptist: 1h Wendell
Ray. pastor. will peak about
"God's Favorite Play 'The Give
and Go- at the tt 30 and the
1055 a.m. worship services
Mike Crook, assOCtille pastor ot
music and worship. will direct
the music with Margaret Wilkins
and Lisa Ray. accompanists. and
the Praise Team -fah Bnickman
.n
I sinv
and 'sins Wok,
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Equipment failure backs
up Nashville International
Ni•ASIS% ILLE. Fenn.(API —
Sus-urns wleetusig equipment at
the %ash\ ilk International
Airport ow( working Friday
morning. .crigiusl) delaying
isassengers whale their carrson
luggage was checked hs hand.
14flita1. said
All the coniputers, \ IJS
machines and metal &LOCI% tir S Al
the airpon'•
c'111 atIV111 at about
4 to a in
S I airport spokes
v.ginian l.srine 1 A Ak ranee said
About three hours later. two of
the sesen screening lines were
working again
Passengers
were
being
th
41 As I

to 2 how% to get through the
sr:melting proces.s. Um.of pas
severs soaked outside the ternunal :Lod IMO the patting areas
hecause of the delay.
Lows-arise said flights were
only being held for 15-20 rum
uses, measing man) passengers
mimed the planes
%how 9.000 to 1131410 people
use the airport esers dab. hut
',i) tance said Alt trjttt HILLI)
was expected to he heal.IC( than
usual because (aunties were
oast-ling for spnng break
Passenger Bob Ballard was
aiming those standing in line
\l, Don

01-S61 and then multipls it tune.
10 You won t get sow Ines
toda). I can tell stiu that iike
moved. in a haft an how. ma he
15 or 20 feet- Ballard told
WTVF-TV
with
the
Officials
Transponatson Secunt) kgenc).
which runs the eiseekpants. and
Southwest Airlines. the airport's
largest Lorna couldn't maned'
ate') he reached for comment
The
of the outage has
n't )et been determined
I...oar:mix said It didn't attest
the screening of checked lug
gage or other functions AI the
Atfoort

Death prompts recall of magnetic toy sets
P
oe child shed and
low others suffered serious ituunes after swatli,ss mg tin) inapietai found in building set, sold
omionwide. the ('onsunier Produst Satets
Commission said Thursday in announcing a
recall ot ;It Winton of the to'. kits
Thc ,iniiiissii in said it has re, e ed reports
cif 14
insolsing the ,inall magnets
included in the `elagnetok ntagnetic holding

NEW 2007 Yaris

NEW 2007 FJ Cruiser 4x4

34 CITY 39 HWY

including the X -uente Combo. Mu.R) and
Extreme versions.
A 20-month-old boy died after he swallowed
"magnets that twisted his small intestine and ar•
ated a blockage.. federal officials said. Three
other children. between the ages of and 8. suf
feted intestinal perforations that required sur
airy. And a 5-year-old boy inhaled two magnets
est had to he removed from his lungs
"
14

Judge to rule on pastor dismissal
N.11.k 1\

N, 11.1 1

iudge said
‘1'
SS...Mc-sax% lie %a ill tr% to rule
helore Sunda) in the ...Ise of J
paslOt Nth) NJ,Jtsiiiissed ht.

ongiegason that nos% %ants
him kept from disrupting church
sers ies hs holding a %Cr\ lee
aCrOss the street
Counts l'irsuit
‘fonrot:
Judge Eddie taiseless heard
arguments from both sides most
of the ,.a% and smil he a ould
issue a rultttg alto re'lea ing
the
this problem shouldn't
right
inen be III elretIll
now." Losetess said
Pastor fini White was di,
missed earlier this eat IN% Cid
ers at Calsars Christian Church
in Tompkins% ilk White sank:
to taAlfl tO fight a restraining

Some v. onesses testified
Wednesdas that White was
asked to lease hesause his sermons in..!tided messages that
&pis led angels as caregiser• for
babies. as Neil as angels taking
possession of hsiman (iodic, and
speaking through them
White testified that a as a
l'aw of tau people taking date'cm Illeatallgs assa) from the
Bible
ktioa Tse been in a e011
gregation %here I ha% en't
agreed with eser)thing the pas
tor said.- said White's attorrie.
Brian Pack
Part of the dispute is user
who has the authorn) to remos c
a pastor A nes% constitution Sias
ratified in August 19}0t. The
oftslittglOrt Pack presented said
It require. 75 percent of the coo
en:gamin to :wpt'us e a pastor

order enacted against him h)
Alen 4.1111111111.04 wale lints _
.upponeiniggri servfee across
nil
the Aft.*C1

inidertie chordi's
i• elders ILO c mithon

t) to remose r pastor. and the
church followed the hslass,
instead of the eonsinuth,
Ys
member
church
lietitifti testified
Stephen Pomdester. aho rep
resents the plaintiff, said hs
mg Itself as a corporation.
church is supposed to abide !Ns
the (+slaws Poindexter said
Whites practices had resulted in
loss of members and tithes
loss
of
the
MOM)
POIlltleth.*1 said, was had tor the
corporation and the hoard of
directors a as a ohm its rights ti
take action 111 1:(WIWI that
f ;Inger Angell testified that
she stopped attending Cats an
alter feeling the sermon.
weren't meeting her spiritual
needs. Angell al... said Sundal.'s
Nei-% lit' SS as interrupted a het,
White and lest-rat of his sup
parlors gathilled autoss the
sinne osoduellig service a Mr
loudspeakers
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II Bulletins .
From 9A
J III airship sers ices Scripture
v.ill he twin tichn,$4 s N, the
evening ssorship will he at ()
p.m Sunda) School will he
offered at all three morning
%en tie hours Matt Sotto an
will lead the worship. AWAN A
will meet from 5 45 to 715 pm
al the doa MON It
in the p
.ampus
iraim Baptist: Ite. Srt111111
Cunningham. paslot ailf speak
at the 1045 a.m. and f p in
worship services Items Nrtki
is 1111111sICI of niusit aith (lneida
Vi hue. Shens, hornet and
Kaih% Garrison as aecompa
nests Mckaslon Wilson v. ill
sing a solo and Eddie Moms
will give the children' sermon
at the morning hour Brian
Steward is minister of south
Assisting a ill he Budl Downes
deacon of the week. and Walter
Kell. Greg Former. Mike Dasis
and Charles Craig. ushers
Sunda School win he at 10 45
a.in and pra)er meetings at 5 41
p

sox ice will he at 5 a.ni angt
Bible classes at 1015 am
First Christian: 18 ('harles
Bolen. pastor. still speak about
"Risking God's Promises" anti
scrIpture from John 12 22-33 at
the 10:15 a.m worship %en ice
Dr Bolen will goe the chil
siren's %cilium Mark 1)scus us
minister of flitt•IIC auth Julie
1/0111114: Hendrix and
ant he .it ill a ni
Judith lit It as accompanists
Glendale Rood Chureh of Heather Bond and Ran Saxton
a ill sing "To Lose You
Christ: !oho Dale. semi ir Min
usiCr N th speak about "Tamils
Assisting a ill be Doug Henr%
I reasure Worth Guarding- and Don Chamberlain. Ode,•
ith scripture trom / Pete, /
Keena Stiller. !Sane) D),
Billie Burton. Krista Crass an,:
at the 0 am worship sell lie
1)as id Robinson. deacons
and about the same sutoect aids
Sew Prosidenee Church of
..rtpture from Ephestans 5.21
Christ: lens Morris, e% Angel
11 at the ri pm au.rship si..rs ice
rock' Vialker autl lead the song 1St, will speak abut "Do Morals
assisting "ill he Matter '" %kith scripture front /
'en ice
Cortnthunt% ti-u- 10 at the It
Gar) Es ans, ins ill. cmcnt Mitt
pact. Nick Hutchens, south min- ads worship %en tee and about
ister. along with John Mater. "The Simple Things- at (II,
I
Ronnie Sills. Joe Thornton, p m a °Nur, set-% ice
its spring
Gene McDougal. Charles Ohre. church will h.is
Ste%e Spicetand. Anus Thorn.
gospel meeting a ith Neal(
Core) l'ncierhill and -lea) Pt' or as speaker April 21-2 A
Me('Alton A short airship

\girth
Pleasant Grose
( umberbind Preshsterian:
Res ('hales Nestfall. pastor.
a ill
speak
about "Atter
Darkness I ight- with scripture
from ./corrruoir I:31-44 at the
worship set-% ice
11
a in
'Waren and Youth Time still he
held Da% id HOg Ant stilt direct
the musk auth Margaret Nell
d as pianist Sunda) Sehool
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our office at 1001 Whithell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 730 a.m.-5

PUBLIC
NOTICES
"BECAUSE THE PEOPLE MUST KNO
11

Wad b&low are iadividuals, arta and corporations who hove
foiled to pay 2006 City of Mom peoporke team the obiount est
apposite the property owners mane ia the ansaint
.ot
d.
t e
was. PINIalty and interest In siiition to that onimeit.r
publication charge will be added each time the delinquent account
b nobbled Unpaid property taxes become • lien upon the
illsorribad properties until paid in full The City of Murray utihaes
the tan Ihrecliniura osothod authorized hy KRS 91.481 - 91.527 for
collection of mask!tam
Harts McClure
City Clerk
CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY
PAST DUE 21105 PROPERTY TAXES
(sty of Murray. KY
Tax List
Owner Name
Adams. Alisha
Amerihost Inn of Murray
Arnold. Carol D.
Ashcraft. Dwayne E.
Bagwell. Harlan
Bobber, Casey D.
Borberich. Loretta L.
Blake. Gerald &
Thmmv nicker
478 Bogard. Kenneth Ralph
479 Bogard. Kenneth Ralph
480 Bogard. Kenneth Ralph
484 B•ogard Trucking lk
Excavating
485 %apses, Abs.
594 Brandon. Jackie
685 Britt. Russell
721 Browne. Amy
736 Bury, Emma
745 Bidder. Michael
766 Balsam Robbie E
777 Burrow. Travis Gene
788 Byars, Debra
892 Carroll. Ronnie D.
940 Castillo Jaw. Luis
962 Catlett. George F964 Cavitt. Tammy
4398 Cheatham. Chnsty
1021 Chopp. Joseph A
1053 (lark. Jusiun
1075 Coats, TIrrra
1147 Collins. Ashley
1165 Colson, Donald Wayne
1173 ('em Stor Inc.
1211 Cooper. Joseph S
1291 Crass. Kevin
1334 Crowe, Anita Jackson
2569 Darling. Christopher
& Julie
14:15 Davis. Babb L
1449 Debated. Lee Ann
1460 Denham. N.C.. Dr
1461 Disham. Herbert C
1549 naughty. lbmmy
1556 Dowdy. Janice
15911- Dwain.Massy
1830 Fargassn,Anna R.
1874 Viawar Sishat
1915 Pat,Jerry D.
1916 Francis. Brad
1990 G D Deal Holdings LLC
No.
13
148
178
186
227
353
390
444

teal
Nike

Property Add reos Total Due
3 51
Tr. Northwinds 027
571 66
497 95
2185 11th
201 S 13th
.478.03
Bagwell
-WM
T. Northvioxis 013
.17.36
$308. 4th
232.69
Tr Riviera 218
713 River Road
719S 4th
2118 Glenwood Deb,

4.39
116.51
418.28
855.63

1.236.80
Tr Coach Estates 8-006 ..48.28
Tr Riviera 158
15.30
T. Riviera 196
21.96
lY Riviera 202
17.09
914 N 16th
736.98
57.06
Tr. Riviera 047
218 Woodlawn
697.13
1603 Catalina
.2114.11
400 N. 3rd
.225.08
1619 Catalina
334.62
Tr Fox Meadows 8-007 109.71
1707 N 4th
222.02
504 N Cherry
160.36
516 Whitnell
577.65
1312 Kirkwood
384.41
480.74
400 Northwood
407 N. 1st
8.95
Tr. Fox Meadows A-009 . .39.49
303 N. tith
388.41
1.593.47
111 Poplar
1100 Chestnut
.2.193.93
Tr Riviera 113
70.22
207 Spruce
. . .139.44
1302 Poplar
1303 Vine
'1`r. Riviera 106

. .557.72
632.43
8.77
80.70
1.842.47
312 N. 12th
Tr Fox Meadows 8-010 ..122.87
Tr. Fox Meadows 8-004 . .52.66
36.09
'Fr Riviera 022
245.00
219 S. 11th
6.57
373.48
502 Pine
Tr. Coach Estates C-001 .35.09
1.535.76
1500 N. 12th

A minimum bid of $1.500 is required an
the following vehicles:
2003 Ford Crown Vic
1999 Ford Crown Vic
1996 Ford Crown Vic
Bid forms can he obtained from the
clerk's Ake at 104 N. Mb St
Vehicles can be viewed from 3700 pm ti
51$) pet nips.. April 4 at the pollee
impound lot on Andrus Drive
Bids must be received at the Murray City
Clerk's Office. City Hall. 104 N. 5th St.,
Murray, KY 42071. by 1100 am on
Friday. April 7 at which time they will be
opened and read aloud The City has the
right to meet any and all beds

Pine
.4.97
806 S 9th
503.93
1001 Westgate
64944)
1693
Ash
Tr Fox Meadows 8-006 66.82
502 N. 5th
249.00
552.74
2198. 15th
497 96
402 S. Ilth
1504 Canterbury
1.29470

3015 Gaima.

INS °admit 1111
Gabe,Obeid
00/111. Adminiaa
Oimingiar. Mark
Gragia.
Ornig.
Harriers. liamaki
Harness, Mebat
Hatcher Posolly Ltd
Partner
2421 Heatherly, Wendy R
2474 Hart
Rae) Estate
2506 Hicks,
2539 Hodge. Michael
2540 HOW.Michael
2541 Hedge. Michael D
& Diana S
6617 Holland. Sharyn
1115 Hopkins. J.1.
8852 Hornbuckle, James
-3 Hornbuckle. James
6634 Hornbuckle, James
11435 Hornbuckle. James
311116 Hornbuckle. James R.
3437 Hornbuckle. James R
1038 Hornbuckle. James
Richard S
21689 Hilliard. Louise Est
Louisa Est
3990
Illsdostk. Ladino
231111 lhilliwnin•lobe8.
11114 Ilionginga. Liebe it
16•01,494.Inas &
.
ra
27311 limpikrays. Ladle Ray
117111 Rasa Olin &&idans lac
9333 'Radom Hilda
2052 Jaime.T Dubois
2863 Joann.T Mika*
2878 Jagatinis, M. Skane
2917 Johann. Larkin D
& IT AL
3146 Knifliti Alois t;
3540 Luirkkaa,Glom
3316 Imbiber. Phillip
3304 Lee. Prod
3348
Moan
Muni A
3401 Mono& May M Heirs
James R
311111
3944 McCarty, Anthony
Sin VkCuistan William
ISIS Melkaiol. Kathy
$1/17 McGehee. Betty Jean
3176 McLeod. David
3766 Iliaton. David W
311110 Miley. Blake
MionaWt
i ge
i 2011
4066 Nal
4145 Niabis.ririares
4173 Nesdaira Leasing
Spabinas 1
4174 Northern Leasing
Systems I
4175 Northern Loosing
Synitems I
31100
1111
21111
23117
2248
2349
2353
2381

597 54
703 Payne
'Fr Coach Estates F-006 70 22
107 56
202 Poplar
19834
828 S. 4th
1517 Clayshirr
946 13
915 Coldwater
866.49

lade

1301 S 16th
1636 Miller
1602 Sycamore
22.5 1. P Millar
1310 Kirkwood
506 N Cherry
504 N nth
601 S 4th
509 N C berry

2411.00
W729
1.44466
47.81
886.39
193.21
180.31
348.59
119.51

1106 Olive .....746.96
105 Pine
10.94
....
409 N. 1st
404 N. Chian . .
.141134
307 S. 15th
3116.36
219.10
406 N. 5th
407 N. 4th
236.02
405 N. 4th
.85.64
32.56
159.33
301 Pine
160 35
617 S. 3rd .
107.55
.338.62
206 N. 6th
507 Vine
680.71
700 Earl ('t. . . .
_732.98
202 Mulberry .........21.91
Tr. Fox Meadow.C-006 . .35.09
Tr Riviera 106
13.16
210 N. 13t11
497.96
134.45
1525 Spring Croak
4.97
406 N. lit
86.82
Ti' Riviera 127
Tr. Fox Meadows E-024 52.66
597.54
1213 Melrose
13.16
Ti' Riviera 067
410 N. 1st .......324.67
Ti' Fos Meadow. B-04A .48.28
1505 Johnson
863.29
Tr Riviera 107
21.96
1300 N 16th
. .877.56
Ti' Riviera 252
.2.19
Tr Fox Meadows C-001 74.61
.5.65

Pursue hemlines & &wove wally
of life through a We en&
I all toll free 12701331-3*39 anr
nepaiaissert in Mom*

CALLOWAY County
Prone tastiory
Foray itslory Sooks
756-4,318/153-2380

6415
7
$
6167
2737
6180
6206
6207
6208
6257

776.43
13.16
14403
_13.16
.21.96
236 02
24 $9
4$
35 09
40434
59 24
996 93
625 85
6.17470
7*
5*
439
846.54
.212.24
. .1.244.90
.1.444.08

1503 Kirkwood
Ti' Riviera OW
....
'Fr Riviera 171 lY Riviera 21/0
405N 1st
503 LP Miller
Tr Coach Eatates F-003
Tm Coach Saar 11-002
1113 Centrum
Tm Fox illiariawre A-004
1512 Dudley

Manufacturing Inc
Thiettlas
Rumpus.Rain
Rudely,Aotheny
Rialadp, Dwight G &
Saalwarbtor. Bon
Sanderana. Corey
Sdmiss. Gsny
Sole.daradAst
Shosombor,Louise
Slambori. lac.
Shashari. Inc
1202 S 12th
Singleton. J
400 N. 1st
*palm Mawr Martin
lY Riviera 193
Staltord. Gerald
Starks, Misty Ann Camp Glendale
T Mart 4627
106N 12th
Tate. Doses A.
1200(*rest wood
Tate. Deana
Tate. Jamie E
110$ Walnut
& Donna A.
11117.13
74.71
Tate. James E Jr
946.13
Tate. Janne E. Jr
1107 Olive
129.40
Tate, James E Jr
368.54
106
Teague. Belinda
1627= Farm Rd
697.13
Thomas. Thad
.8.77
Thornton. Timmy E
1Y Maim 117
TY Pea Maidows E-019 .3649
nmiley. Donnie
790.53
Trophy Case The
497.96
'203 S
l'nderwood. Ronald ('
547.77
1616 Maio
Vaughn. James R Deed
796.72
508 Chantilly Delve
Verivey, Mary K
WAS
1317 Poplar
Waimea. Mee
448.18
123 Spruce
Weed, Laurette ET AL
214,12
Ward, Laurette ET Al.
121 Spruce
13.11'
Northwinds 029
Waters. itiny
1.04672
1511 Dudley
0 Ti- Fox Meadows 11-4xi9 57 06
1A
V'
'
.a
riagl
.°Charies
ssa,
Tnairs V
522 Shady Lane
156 81
Willman. Charles H
Williams. damn
1244$
Itith & Main
& Cynthia
446 39
412 Sycamore
Williams. James Kevin
210 Spruce
21 91
Willis. Holly
8.06
Ash
Willis, Holly
239.03
202 Spruce
Willis. Holly
Winstead. David A. &
.961.06
104 HICkt11,
Leslie
0 Ti' Fox Maeda., 8-014 . .76.98
Yoak, Vickie

°L.

INN

PUN RUN
SATURDAY. APRIL 22. 2006
Murray Callouay ('ounty l'ark
Sposuored by: McKINNE1INS. SEIM 11 1.5
ALL BIKES WELCUML
REGIST'6ATION: 10311

____1111111111.(ii
11•111111/

asairraVledno.

Irr

as

1 57
914.23
Ble B. 1011
0111141ale
746.90
OW Whip Farm 111. limas
Tt. Oath Saar 8-040 .116.47
30636
Wt Chervy..
,
44.1 16
407 LP
l09'•
4085 1st
304N Ilth
54
676 4
1506 Henry
959 79
1101 Slimy
3.150 47
1506 Lhuguad
lY Coach Estates G-003 9633
6664
404 L.P Miller

5.89

I.

11.11011blet
AVON help needed
O.* $10 to sat iour
own Avon business
1 -577420-6567

•

•

Oft.

reeler.eea.
*we.,
re. or 50*
PSYCHIC Reeding*
Advice. help on all
problems of ilfe Mrs
Ann 270-767-0506

5603
5604
5605
5629
5651
5684
5712
5772
5833
5899
5911
5975
6019
6020
6041

6418

olpde,5,

56.

Symms I
Oldies, Richard A.it
Outland. Koons* Ono
Pace, Woodall & Poets J.
Page. Judy
Parham,AMA
Perry. Visas
Perm Villa•Willie
Basso G.
Park &Ms Edward
Prescott. Lads J
Quail Run Assoc Ltd
May. Lynn
and. Neal
Mora. GregG &

1.63

L. Co
Lin COACH

10 yews apenrox of aidiviihel ail couples own
ielig •Chid Diener. Gm Hew kw Go.•
Clinical Cans kr Caw him.Swim kabob
m.
er00l bglint
Habit rossville. Th •Clori
kr
Haapiin. Lestiapiom•Fair*
Neional
Pinchiswic /Ingisi • Foam
Halpin Pawky •Ailpaci Inakaan. Ualwanit) of
Ibe Family aril &anima
Kmarcir.*nip
Coessehot

41196
4974
5005
5017
501$
5026
5046
4414
5106
5181
5186
5187
5227
411110
4374
6392
5583
5600
2179
5601

.5.71

DR. CHARLES

• Dolor al Miler). Lesugioe
$warm
•Magee% of Diinsity,
Sadism Baptist Theological Sowisay
•MA.. Usivermry of lEmainky

4365
4284
431$
4325
4347
4606
4507
4563
4565
4506
400
4706
4767
4457

110..
. joie
019 15

4176 Northern Leasing
Systems 1
4177 ?lathers Leasi ng

La-

The City of Murray is accepting sealed
bids on the following surplus vehicle,. A
minimum Ind of $100 is required on the
following vehicles.
1991 Chevy Camaro
1986 Olds Delta 88
1996 Saturn SL2
1992 Thyota Corolla
1990 Geo Prism
1992 Ford Van (ambulance)

(Editor's Nate Fulda. Maim advoirtheing plops aenigeo robe both in American
Mann sail in the proem by whisk Obis osablefs doesaerre7 is preserved Its
owSpronioe
dist poopio inuot be
i.r4 Vday are he oven' theemerives
compishebt Poblie Nadia,otivowtkiagIhuawns We hang with the Congress id
1766. This war,.g- --g its roopousibility So Ile people. reipsirod the
Pootabolior Goarenil to adirosliso Orr Mk for Oho abegisabion of now post oillows.
From thatinsoopiokome boolombeg to Ilse elosopion pedelloselies rogoirimosselsIn
falsrol. state mid hail In.. tod*p. gprowismobt
brae ems mare mod
mare to toodoseIsmii their obligestiosis to Worm tho /silk through Praia Nollioe
advertiebeg. Newspapers over the yams ham hies Oho wide& by whisk dire
obligations have boob 11.111401. They will enedimeo to beas hag a Oho public
demands that it be indhaiood beitainedy mod by deo boot moms poweiblo.)

ea

.

.5

sey

I

:101$

RIEICIORT has mins&
ale openings for PT
and
housekeepers
small mese shop parson to cook aerie,
damn Day hours ono.
weekends 'nondairy
Call Same 436-2345

AREAS beef printing
owspany has sienna* corms for a tosetod
Pnw-onins
dielgrier toner elei
MIKA PC insironwiers We are an
Service
Mob*
Possboi as see as
Pubasher
allsissea
Osaka Best canal
be howler
aim
111111 a range of Wier
proorwris and bs abb
to wort full One Gast
wages storing at
SI 3its plus NNW
insurance. company
mach savings. 14
vocalion days, 11 hoS
days and personal
days Send mourns to
Iggigs___Innowatiw•
Prng VMS SA 121
Norm Maim. K
111111111611019142071
11111110206MIK• nooded ior
11.308ICaormenotion embrasoi
%an
aniipanp
111101116011 Old
WP-11494

BUSY
phylisern's
come assay hi sine
DiA Saloto band on
Experience preferred
but we Iran Only sr
ous appreciates need
way Semi resume
and covw Weer to PO
1040-0 Marron
KY 42071
DAYCARE now hong
for hill or pwl how
eschew Melt be at
Sail IS yews old and
love working +eche
dew 767-0791
NEED
DO
YOU
MONEY')
Join tn• si Beauty
Company
AVON
Sat your own hours
serving unlimited
Join now and morn a
We glth Cat 270-761
ISiS cp, 8s0-570NW
Talinraies
Inger elleig and mgli
pebtoris AR*, pot
son IS 1501 P4 12Ih
Mks 1PM

EARLY chid care or
kw loons; for F1401
aohimionsi avid awe
waiter to gab Weldon spa boa OM.
12 MINI Me 0101
devammosit beseaockle
01/14
701 South MS lbws
Wormy

F
Aural dunginer.
ktfb Nader**
Washlaglan St.
Pads.TN

Nu, 0.1 APR soft
hosiseassong Maras
Plus HOW awry vi
moon Am SOWN
taitS pielton tag
sods sass pram for
sees in bulking nese
ries
Mecham(
Foremen
used mechanic) to
shop wow on dimoil AI
gas vehicles ewe
resume so P0 Ike
10404. *way. KY
47(171

The Place to Start... Murray Ledger & Times (270)753-1916

CLASSIFIEDs

2B • riday. March 31. 211166

fiRa•v•w

Murray Leap" G Tam

YARD SALE
VENDOR'S CLEARANCE
HWY 121. N.

Get Your Yard Sale Kit

Need Extra Cash?

BEHIND CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE,
LOOK FOR SIGNS

And Alain Ibur Event a Succus!

STARTING APRIL 1RST & MAY
FOLLOWING allea_SATURDAY

14
41,
Wife porol4

•Minimal Hours .Monthly Pay

4441,4d'ef

Taking Applications
County Route Carrier For The
Murray Ledger & Times

.
ir
•

Must have own automobile good driving record and
vehicle insurance Six day per week delivery Interested

GANI-7
Name brand unique ventage clothing &
accessories, tunas*, PS2 germs.
DVD'S. antiques. New Mull every week

PRICES:
100ft •ot

31-7C
onus' •was

•• mg.
„,„,•••••

........5
..........

111

I

$18

$16

2

$28

f20

3

535

YARD SALE
606 LEE ST.
IN WOODGATE
SUBDIVISION OFF
ROBERTSON RD. SOUTH
SATURDAY, APRIL 1
7AM-7

'scabs* midi ai so

persons should come by and pick up an application a+
Ewa

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

• 14C &gel Pie-Pmed Ulna

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

• Summar Gatsge Sir Tie
• Pre-Ssie Cksdie
• Suss Amor.Form

Taking applications
for all positions. 1)1
& night. ‘ppl in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th. NItirraN.
No phone calls.
Equine Apprentice
water

Valley's Dressage and Eventing
facility is looking for a highly motivated Equine Apprentice. A weekly salary.
housing opportunity. and advancement
potential await the right person.
,'7(vitrti !'fs4 EDF

LPNIFIN
Full-lime Part time &
PRN positions available Some weekends
available Must have
strong work ethic If
you share our heartier
approach to long-term
care, we can oiler you
.Personal Recognition
•Titem *wit
.Resident-oriented
environment
•E'modem Benefits
Competitive Wages
Come share in the
rewards of giving (pals
ty care Fax resume to
270-442-3312 or apply
at Partiview Nursing &
Rehab 544 Lone Oak
Road Paducah KY
42003 or call Nancy
English at
270-443-6543
MANAGERIAL
POSITION
Managerial positions
available at local C
chain
store
Competitive salary and
hourly rates Starting at
week
$455
per
Experience desired
Must be available to
work flexible hours
Send resume to KLOC
PO Box 368 Murray
KY 42071
MECHANIC
-WE L DER
full or pert time Some
travel required
270-227-5661
NOW hiring FT and PT
caregivers Must be
patient
dependable
arid good with children
Apply in person at 350
Utlerback Rd
OPENINGS evadable
Need reliable professions' security guards
Part time & fuN tens
ovarian Please call
444-0064
OTR DRIVERS NEEDCOMPETITIVE
ED
WAGES AND BENEFITS
PACKAGE
HOME WEEKENDS
MUST HAVE CLASS A
CDL WITH MINIMUM 3
YEARS OTR EXPERIENCE CLEAN MVR
(800)468-6087
helper
PAINTER'S
wanted. min 2 years
experience 226-0505
ask for Dave
Sportsman's ANCHOR
RESORT & MARONA
located on Hwy 68 at
Jonathan Creek hiring
torts mason- $TORE
CLINKS.
Reereee
watiorne. Call for application mid interview(270) 36446111
TELEMARKETING
position in evenings
hours/week
tO-IA
Excellent
psy
Heelltidire anceor tslI
marketing **Partence
Menediele
required
needs 227-2454

PROGRAMMER
Analyst. information
Systems Department
Sanwa., Murray State
University Full-time
non-tenure track position to begirt Mey
2006 OliaMleallions:
BachMor's dorm pre*nod. consideratiOn
given to candelas with
extensive experience
as an application progranviver analyst
Programmer stays, to
won in an IBM ZOS
environment
E xpenence with
COBOL CICS VSAM
and MVS JCL preferred Experience in a
University mainframe
enworwrient a definite
PiusRseperieMIMIsic
Under general supervision.
cede last
and debug programs.
write and ininlislit system documentation.
assist in the inaliallahal and support 01
vendor supplied software. aNied In web
enabling administrative
systems, and perform
all duties associated
with the support of
University administrative applications
APPlicstIon Domaine:
April 14. 2006 To
Apply: Send cover letter, resume and three
current letters of professional reference to
Chair Programmer
Analyst Search
Committee
Administrative
Computing.
Information Systems
Many Slate
Unallimity, 112 l&T
away, KY
4111111141182. Women
aid waddles are
esseurepdlio only
_auto
UniveralM lean Equal
Education and
Employment
Opportunity INF/D. AA
REAL Estate dames
or
140PkInSvills
Paducah
(270(2230789
deloiseadams•yahoo
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month. manager
trainees $3000 month
Company all train Cal
AI-F 9am- tan one? 1800-5784799
WAITSTAFF needed
pert time Tues-SelCal
the
Pizza
Pantry
(270)345-2225
golf pro
WANTED
Shop
help
30-40
Wage &
hreweek
commission Call MOON to schedute rem
view

M

O& Oaken

CLEANING houses
my business
Call
Linde H. 7911411113.

(ALLIRIOR II LIE AT
7i.1-1111 FOR DIlkILS'.

iiishar

Ti
t
.
LEDGER& IMES

• 2 %MOIR 111 lir Aliemillier Sips

0111111A1

0

IOC %Intern %it. • 11urrai
(Wirt hour': 7:311 a.m. to 5:00 p.m

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

[aMM1wWe

WANTED houses to
clean Cal 227-4353

mt.
011Ploolt
airESTABLISHED
brush terveng business
for sae Extensive
training evadable veth
purchase Cat
293-8157 for detain

OAK pool table with
ivory inlay Antique
mission
Brunswick
style $500 Cali
759-2324
PLAYSTATKIII 1 & 2
GAMES Now sok:I/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Hugs Selecbon Great
Prices,753-0530
STRAW for sale $2 25
bale (day) 753-4582
(night) 759-4718

MOM COMPUT1ERS
A. Conned Technician
Service repairs
7i11.3$811

ALUMINUM or fiberglees canoe 293-3361
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING punk cars
trucks tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid foe
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12th
Murray
GOOD used rampart'
tors electric ranges
gas heaters. air condi
boners
baseboa •
heaters Used carpet
wig 753-4109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call
(270) 474-2540 or 29,,
6199 Six days a week

TIFFANY prom dress
new, with lags size 8
bright pink with flower
detail. $200 437-4545

...,
DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
A While rocr aim
Call Terra Tavel

/53-9075
227-2193
WHITE Satin - wedding
dress
w
capped
sleeves size 16. $200
Call
270-753-6909
after 5F1A
Appimies
washer
MAYTAG
Good condition. $125
759-1253
Large Se •fl
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713

Mids.
Ier We
$19.90
Free Dish Network 4
room satellite system
OVR upgrade avail
able
Programming
starts at $1999 per
ma Get 8 channels of
Starz tree for 3 months
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
175 so ft of white and
red oak unfinished
flooring
hardwood
Make offer 753-2225
or 753-5831
Aluminum
36
Extension Ladder $95,
Mahn' 10-speed bscy
cle
$100
Flexible
Sled
Flyer
$10
Craftsman 22" lawn
mower 6 5HP $35
753-6752
ANTIQUE claw foot
bathtub 34-x50- in
condition
excellent
circa 1934 $10000
0E10 must sell Cali
293-4018 and leave a
rneSs4Qe
BEDROOM
suite.
desk,
bookcases.
General
Electric
refrigerate. 7874e45
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 We 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

suite
BE DROOM
of
chest
drawers
dresser with mirror
night stand queen size
headboard $400
759-5327

R

im Garden

RIDING lawn InOV/Of

John Deere LT-155
was Includes aerator
attachment
and
spreader attachment
Cal 759-2324

noo.

I.

SINGLE AND DOUBLEwiDES
Wing
your deed Thin al
you need • New tilled
and Repo's - Call today
at 7314424447.
12X52 C/GM/A. rangorator & gas stove
be
moved
Must
12.500 (270)705-0345

19116 Bucentier great
condition. 35R. 2 bath,
Isom. mingermor, garden tub
$1 5.500
MEW
- (731•41-9187
4-roose lasellee *ye- (270)210-5001
arn tee. bid Choice
29R mobile home and
only MINI per ester
lot $13.500 753-6012
Orr 3 mo
HMO.
Showier* & Stan bee
Itir 3 mo Balisley
Antenna a Salad%
7511-0901
NW'
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite has moved to
Olympic Plaza (across
from Murray State)
Corns by and see our
wide selection of HO
televisions entertain
meal centers. home
Mester,
surround
sound. sic 758.01101

'93 14x70 Clayton 290
28A. stove clishwashor microwave Must
move 492-8192
3 bedroom, 2 bath
home near Camden &
Keraucky Lake" Only
139.999e1
731-584-9429
FISHERMAN'S
Special"' 2 bedroom. 1
bath & lake lot" Only
$27,995 Call now"
731-584-9430
3 bedroom, 2 bah doubison* dose to new
Wal-Mart xi Camden!,
731-584-9109
2006 CLOSE OUTS arid
Singlewide•
Doublewidss • Buy
and
save
today
$1,0004 WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 7314424438
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both priced in
the $50's Cal
731-1142-1438 today"
MUST be moved 4996
model 213R 2BA 14x70
mobile home includes
washerictryer
stove
central
refrigerator
A Pnced for quick
sale Have into tor bank
financing
270-978-0413
NICE 14x70 trailer in
the country Must see
appreciate.
to
Appliances. fireplace.
CM/AFurnishing
negotiable $12.000
978-0546 or 978-1119
PRE-OWNED mobile
homes Excellent condition '96 and newer
models We deliver and
set up 270-489-2525

LARGE 2-br 2-bath
$28500 753-6012

•111R 1 Ws weer«
layer. $336.
11R. 1 Bah apt. ak
apillanoss. wiftl. $425
•1111‘ I bah with
study. ad.$380
7153-71169
'BA near MSU $225
Small pet potable
Carman RE 753-9890
I BR all appliances
Oaks Apts.. starting at
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-413R apartments
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
759-4118
206N l3ttiSI Behind
KFC 280 I bah, wid
at appliances carport
Very nice, walk to
MSU 759-9706 293(3045. 227-5872
280 apt $400/mo
water
Includes
garbage & gas near
university Call
753-2225
28R 1 bath stove
fridge Peggy Ann
270-753-0259
290. central gas heat.
central air $275 and
up. some with new carpet Coleman RE
759-4118
280 some utilities
No
paid. $270/mo
pets 767-9037
TO
MSLP
CLOSE
Affordable I bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely coy
area
picnic
wed
$275imo unfurnished
$325/mo may furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164
Southwood condominiums Rent MOO.
7$7-99411
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
180 $29000
21IR $340 oo

$42500

NICE 16x60 2br. 2 full
bah motel. home 4
miles from Murray 1/4
mile from new Hwy 80
After
(731)782-3221
ePln
SMALL 2BR 8 mites
north
plus
$235
deposit No pets
753-8582. 227-1935

NICE 280 duet,: 7537457 or 438-6357

2,822 sq fl office o
Mail 1306 N 12th
753-2905 or 293-1400

NOW LEASING
1 21 Wedroom Apts
We IMMO Section
•vatiChers
Ay*at 98ir-Cal Apts
901 FIllalmood Dr

Lals For Ise

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $10500
753-6012

printer, name brand clothing, dishes
Moments & more

home decor. Precious

EVERYTHING & THE
KITCHEN SINK

Month, Ada,

Mon-Fri. 9-5. Sat. 9-2
111..t

Mahe
Fir WI

Queen ,size bed with rails. wilogrd
machine, computer, brand new

I A 2 bdr income
based eras No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
I BR, 1 year old no
Pets $300
depose (205)381-4763
(334)4194086
100 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at S200/mo
753-4109
1 2 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0806
1.2 & 3BR opts evadable Please call
753-8221

Calloway Garden/Eases Downs
Apartments
ISO'S Plueurii Dnie • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-8N-545-1833 - Ext. 283
Oat and Ten Bedroom Apan merits
Central Heal mid Air
ACk epolinF
Inner Hours 8 a.m. - 12
I p.m. lo 4 p.m.

p.m..
6

$1000peill special
tot qualm,applicand
011ee hems 8.2
Mon-Fn
Call today fa appointmere
7$34221

wedrissay. Friday
Phone 710-41184
Equal Plesing
Opporlureir
TN)II -800440401111
RED OAKS APTS.
Scineini
$100 Deposit
1BR From $290
280 From $325
Call ToMe•yl
7534888.
SMALL 1130 no pets,
water paid 753-5980
VERY nice 180 IBA
All appli
CIGAVA
SAM. 1 year lease 1
month deposit
No
pets 753-2905

Houma For We
I BR IBA Hardwood
floors Appliances tur
rushed $350 a month
plus dap 767-0508
2.184 with carport
415
10111
South
$396ruio 435-4602 or
293-371.
,

1403 Duncan Trl.. 1824 (Radio Rd.) to
flashing light. Turn right on 464. Go
approx 2.5 miles. Turn left on Duncan
Trl. Straight 1.5 miles. House on right.
Fri., March 31 • 8-2, Sat., Apt 1 •8-1
kitchen cabinet lawn mowers, car,
housewares. washing machine
2 PARTY YARD SALE
SAT, APRIL 1

7:30-?
TAKE 641 NORTH 6 MILES
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
'‘,3 7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
Mi
4163
.
a rn 4 p m M-F

TURN LEFT ON 464
THIRD HOUSE ON LEFT

Baby bed. 2 carriers, babt)-clothes. toys,
toddler bed. barbies. 2 p • dresses
size 8. books, dishes
topes.
dresser with mirror, c
,ps.
lots of stuff from moving.

MOVING SALE

J&L RF:NTAI,S
MINI-STORAGE
n•riting
-tth St

I.ei,.ji.

270-136-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lodi presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGIE
•Inside climate control
MOM.
•Sedatly alarmed
•Sele ft dean
.We see boxes,
•We rent Ll-Haufs
753-9600

CAR Quest Auto Parts
store and Valvoltne
Express Lube. Hwy 62
Eddyvelte. KY
ESTABL ISHED landscape business for
sale Commercial property & at equipment
County
Marshall
(270)527-3275

B

EIPaw Per NM

ft
sq
1700+
retailicifece space to
lease High traffic 'ma
lion lust north o
WalMart on Hwy 641
New center Available
now
Reasonable
rates
Contact Jett
Spares at 753-8887 or
759-9974
707 South 1211, Street
South Center 1.200
sq ft 710 sq ft
753-1252 753-0806
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
For sale or rent SOON.
4th SI High traffic area
Formerly
Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft
C
maroons,
plenty
of
parking.
emostient Miaow new
Judicial building 404 N
NI M. ampler
759-3772

BOSTON TernIlf 1 -year
old mete very playful
$150 753-8924

25 Gentle Dr., North Villa Sub..
641N to Coles Campground Rd. Rt.
on Wells Purdom • Lft. on Walston.
Rt on Metcalf, house in back on
corner of Metcalf & Gentle
Sat, April 1st • 7AM-3PM
lots of clothes - all sizes: men's.
women's. boys & girls 2 recliners,
couch. oversized chair & ottoman lots
0E 100
MOVING-YARD SALE
1 208 S. 16TH ST.
4/1/06
7A M- 1 PM
Dintrig table with leaf & 6 Chairs $400.
other furniture. too. 18' pool with
double pump & acceSSOrall $175.
redwood swing set $125, 20 Cu ft
white ref $175. twin guilt top bed
Antiques clothes, lots of misc
Bring cash: all OBO
Call 293-3815

Ywd

miniature
AKC
Dachshunds
Rect.
short haired 7 weeks
old Wormed & first
shots 270-376-5711
AKC Shih-tzu puppies
Wormed
and
hrst
shots $400 (270)5275442 (270)703-7717
Spaniel
COCKER
puppy White & blond
$60 (270)3824369.

(27()247-0392
DOG Obedience
Mester Trainer
438-21188
FULL

blooded Lab
otviatts Born 2/23/06
Weaned & ready for a
good
$100
home
each 435-4132

lli1Yayr 4T-71ao

GARAGE
SALE
112 Murray
Estates Dr
Sat., Apr. 1st
SAM-noon

NO early birds!
I ft Imam hear
Wok bulk tutor
bait Miss.Power
MINN Mak.ass
mid= Mel

SALE
121 SOUTH
TO LOCUST
GROVE
APRIL 1ST
7AM TIL ?
Furniture Bahv
YARD

2297 State Route 94E • 759-4408
ENE (MIMING MARKED DOWN:

% 60%

Apr. 1st • 8AM-4PM
Aspen log oeo,
rustic wood furniture clothes, appliances. electronics
& more

GARAGE
SALE
413 King
Richard Dr.
(off Wiswell)
rain or shine

(1,-.hwi-v-,he, stove
household Items
toys girls and
adults clothes

YARD SALE
From 641S:
Green Plains Rd.
From 121: Old
Murray Paris Rd.
Signs out.
April 3 & 4 • 7.5

dishaestist

RED OAKS BRIDLES TO REIT(REs

We are retiring.
we have enjoyed your humness
May God bless you and yours!

4 miles out 121
South on Allbritton
Lane

Sat.. Apr 1 • 7-1

CLOSE OUT SALE

40%

MOVING
SALE

'ferns mater riit-

toys appliances
prom dresses.
,

much more,

ohildren's clothes.
shoes. NI lands ol
ailment Items

Wet
I 275 acres Owns),
evadable
financing
270)489-2116 leave
MIPINega
Haley Professions'
40preising
lor malt Na worth'

(270170-421e

CiAssinEos

Mersey LaSser & Tieles

MM.

ilkeis

TWO Rory IWO sew
wee llQwit 5
reo-1101 unlit Eacielbm
incom•-proeuc•r
$126.000 Bee Wing
IGT7110
waallittellMige.ame
270-71111411111.
270-227-1646

=Mb

=MI

=MI6

•••••I

0

.1

CONDO on KY Lake
Evermrindlis nice ZIA
2 lull Who Fulaz
netted Or not Balcony
overtodie pool. dock
KY Lake Got/ 2 nu 3rd
vi
vr/
elevator $129.000
2'0-750-0304
tor
brochure Privets petty
KENTUCXY'S Utmost
Lakes,
LAST
CHANCE
Docked, waterfront
nom $76.960 Final
phase m premier
weisetront =tenuity
views'
incredble
Finvecy! Ideal location'
Call owner
(2701024-4326
KY-LAKE
Bartley
Waterfront Bargeint 43
acme orM 11229.900
Surveyed
country
road. ester. a Wane
Call owner
270424-4329

2002 Chevy
Silvered° LS
who.. short bed.
5.3.n.,
85,000 MEW,
loaded with
CD player.
Call 7113-7982
Am 810 p.m.
114 bodge Needs
liana Trades comawed Resonwie otter
$1500
accepted
OSO 414-5666
19115 Dodge Ram
Royal 4s4 Nowt
some wort Cm
7

•••••

1700
owner
BY
College Farm Rd
Murray 48R 38A
large k action. great
room Comer lot, excellent location, city
schools 270-293-4500
GREAT buy in lawn 3
bedroom bnck home
w,sunroorn $112.000
Cat Tracy Wtssms at
Campbell Really 2933467 or 759-8760
WWW KYLAKEFSBO COM
See time homes for
sale by owner or let
your property
767-0591 for unto
HOME under construction in new subdinwon
Fairfield Estates 4
bedroom 2-1/2 bath
and 2-car garage Floor
plan available Priced
at $199.900 Contact
Pat Cherry 293-0318 or
Micnetle Wukist 2930699 *The Cells That
sdir carapb.• Realty
759-8780

10M11,

to
WANT
buy
Kawasaki 750 Vulcan
436-8063
220CC 4 wheeler
E kcellent condition
$1.500 ORO
474-8858
MiidePea
BRIDGESTONE truck
tires (new) v-aleal rt
265 LT 245/75R16
1500 270-978-0774

d.
d.
5

WEN

WNW

93 S-10 Blazer 4W0
needs work 1500
000
Also a Savage 30 06
left hand bolt action
1250 761-3617 after
OOPFA

1967 Choy Celebrity
Wagon
Station
128.000 moles runs
good $1,000 080
(270)41104137

4•011

ant"! Haiti

270-3118-9072

•Covala Hipholalwir

•Gardene NNW
1.

Den Spleelmet
733-11426 or 3191001112
C C Resievallen and
lasmedellog.
We care about your
home. Home repairs
aelikets. decks routine. Ilea covering.
Wieleciamg. ming
"FREE ESTIMATT
Call 270)783-149
(73104744114
KediarlisanGwi

pwoure
PNIIINIE"-ego%
cseen

Lire &pal
Meshy
Nonce 1971-

•Mowing elands Wort
inikeing .11we

in IN
6ENV1011—ir—
Haw beat. R4 140101
Ptak ella Weedfew
we mat worlioft
.
rispassmill
(17111.1114111111

•Emergency Water
Remo.*•Gireli
CoPl19
Free Ealliaeme
'Gal Goff'
TS.4187

arepting Oaf jobs
wee
Reametelle
NRINT44Del

m we
isN 1--GOAD -

LET WI MD TarlifiaileTE

•LOWS? INIs01
•riltmilLE
•14.4•ES AS LOW MI

TOWS IIIIHNOW11111—.

SI

11

ØNsOMONINos Free

761-11701 38)4381

&Sib ea INN aaSnd
Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
Jill Stephens
Julie Brown

LAWN LARL
•ritEE ESTINAT,
753-2172
293-1761
l•%1 I
\

%1
ft% Ii

Dempi
houseciaerling oonswoon dean up II
yard work 28 years

hoprovalsot

ect plow cal
767-9428 or 227-479e

IliaII Rem
!P NOW WIT

WILL NI gown mei
tractor Average war
owl 145 759-1252

Devifs
awnsnoli
noWencesPt oreereel-

Illwassor SWOPS
Warms Cowart
Avow sosam4 •

ow ample rer,
%an Mssew
-maneSAW"
,.-otheriare ow,
o insurono. wo.
Iftslortlirl Accagoe

731-247-5422

Horwroasse owsow

492-8192

Need help

LamolmaP. needs

wasted 2T0-7'-26I'

Pmmohtig %our
Caws

Ru•itie%%!

REE Bases. mu
Pi4Wis 9 01110k6 all
Mani tHiNI ((Al
IRMA;MAU .11tailli 4924786
Mel nal Mr
12,9417-614•0041
3
,
[MeiSawa'

YARD WORK:.
Prune mow a ern
Odd lobs
42701227-71411 Lyle

Cillsisesebe
OMNI1110).

NEW tobacco MiClks
25s each
2704781941 or
731.247 %OAP

Wray Ls*
Tins
270-7511916

Check us out on the Web! 11111

Horoscope

arid haws $1.825 to H A PPI
for
IfIRTHD AY
$1 ,925 tor a 10-12 perApril I. 20110:
!Words).
son shelter
You could discoter that mtxh
'1)-978-0404
happcn.. and trcquend all at
Mowing
Lawn
mulch, other services
once Often. you will think tour
Nita St74111111
plate it moir than lull Enends
revoke around you, yet they
sometimes tan t undependable
Ariti/or
1.414: Be realtuiso and
you will e%penence lets thou.,poimmem Frequently schedule
FALL__
D4% F 'II LAWN CARE time to celebrate lilt Why not?
sTINATI.S
limb A Tan wow
You also will want to debt into
(270)751-8941
.0War Om*
different
intetiment granges.
44.8 WWI
It you are sal*. ou Maid find
436-5141 A-APPORDHIVidiewie wag
AKE Hauling Clean
J friendship instrumental in your
alloweee pew,
Out garages gutters
de.eloping relationship It tou
Fur* a we wort
are attached. sit Joan and hate
laa-MISS ROOF
wting more
frequent discussion%
REPAIRS. New
SW• AM
together litAtINI makes you
Roots. as types 29
'We Swain in chany
yew women°, Call
Clierier
Cane&
iklieri Wag aFencing
The Stan Show the kind of
A-1 Gutter cleaning. 4iIstille Homes
Day lou'll Hair: s - 11.11111‘'
hauling. iunk dean up. •Back
4 Positite.
crags:. 2
clewing out sheds elc •All Extorted Cleareng
I Difficult
•Acid Cleaning
435-2667
Available
A-1 Lamb's
Me Use Hot Wale' ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Protessiond Tree
eta* April Foots Day could
Parking Lots
Service Complete
Driveways
your finances if you're not
Street
removal trimming. etc
David Borders
cardUl. Someone you want to be
Also Tractor
(270)767-0313 or
wilh Or have made plans with
workt Landscaping
(27027-7I 76
could cost you more than you'd
436-2667
anticipated. MEM a conscious
OW HANDYMAN
A-1 Stump Removal
We do aS the odd pobs decision I We is what you went.
437-3044
then mooed
you don't have time
Tonight.You
You don't hetfeCg0
a nt
tor
ALL CARPENTRY
TAURUS(Apra 1b4lay 20)
293-5438
Remodeling. addioons,
*If** Someone might be more
porches. decks. sun
I \'\
than hazy about his or her plans.
rooms, vinyl siding.
What is important is Met you
repair.
home
mobile
stay centered and mate firm
sagging noon_ tome
decisions. You easily could go
water Meow Larry
overboard trying to make everyHymn° (270)753-9372
one happy. Tonight: Curb your
or (270)753-0353
spending.
ANDRUS Excemong
MIMS pm 21-ilene 20)
ELECTRICIAN
Ceilltled aspic
New Cons!/Remodel/ *sr* Ws your lime moving an
or trouble Lc and iris Irroonent poled ekrog Though
•CuMorn dozer
w 30 yrs exp Call in VOW head you Might know
beano* service
what you want. the reality is
-s1 'not
Ponds
toady ascent Creativity comes
•Cinvevieys
I 1 's
FINI :
from mart', different areas.
*loured
I. \‘‘• %la though you might not be able to
753-9503 978-0404
pull anything together until late in
the day Tonight In you, eleAPPUANCE REPAIR
ment
SERVICE A PARTS
211
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
(270) 293-8726 0'*** Understand whet needs to
759-5534
be your land before you lump
Chuck Van Buren
FUTRELLee
info a situation Extremes mark
Servics
APPLIAANCFHEI Tnninang. removal. friendships and perhaps spendREPAIR & PARTS
stump gnricling. fire- ing. Learn to say 'no. even to
yourself Ullimately, you wi be
wood InSured
C HAD IL HUG
happier. and so mil everyone
489-2839
MOSSIDN'a
22 rims
else Tonight Vanish into the
MIR 2316/13011
HANDYMAN
dusk
4024191
(2n)
Do you need help-, I do LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
painting, ceaCities, car- r••• Re.iiize what is obtainPentrY aid Masonry
able and what is not Someone
work Hada
you care out rnigM not be giv731-247-8153 er Cell ing you the real tacit but don731-234-5033
motion as he Of lhe eine N.
Don't be uPlist. sS wing your
way Eventually you
ese thet
you made eisINIESIII choices.
Tonight You nude the party.
VIRGO (*mg.164140.11)
AUTRY
• * GIN SW NON through
ROOFING
radon*er•WOW Whim Lei
hearsay
to We 'and. You
xinien WILLA'S might find ihel the more
MINIM
detached you are the more yOu
•Fond.
gain Do nett OM a public event
and wmaineed
or commiNINNIL VOW sSN feel
SACKHOE a
paining weft
elig
=air.lbelglit Mae Ilmht
TRUCKING
*isnot a Eillerior
Sept 1111.061.
ROY HILL
Comm'pep%tor •
•esi Recognias what you
Septic system ow*
ImegrelleImam
need to do in order be Mit* a sitwhite rock
Lower doors / sham uation wort You 001ild dleeiever
436-2113
det b riso smell
that dumps are in the elite
Dow wort a Treat
dflaseibnares
Take a Illep Sward an Impatient
mama
1186
parer you Oefe OMR islid
glen a dIllereet astepsellwo
Tonight Trost yourself to music
or a MOM.
'CORM(Oat. 22-Nov. 21)
***a Invaeligalle possibilities,

!! 1h1. 11 III

YARC-TEc.it

*ex 1

•Wow
Z9519irrr
Dnvermsys. udew
Mc 752-0600.
759-3229
s•
CONCRETE

awe ere a will and we woo Ow pow

memalise. EIS481/8

*FULLY irrsurifn

75.4-MiN2

F41 I

Itsu

leitaitod.
11) ran
Cab lbws R
92-0611
.4
7
1

...11111111.

S

ADAMS CONCRM
& CONSTRUCTION

alhoes

v--rmrrr-hal 41.1. 1400as

0.(200171111.14111

a

RANCH Style House a
to 5 acres. 1 mile horn
SW school 3 bed•
rooms 2 . • .1,.,•
30x40 newt,:
WS horse Dam 223140
equipment
shed
1224.900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212
753-3992

[

New

maNtang shrub Vw
NOS NM laav

PRICE IS REDUCED'
Coachmi.
2004
camPer 31 tt
sadeout. used 6 tin.2006 Laves ponkx,
boat 30 hours
731-0116-1213

20' Moreerey in board
Wu boat 350m motor,
new se proga. slareo
system eahaust eyelleisPer Set
tem She" boat arid
traitor Clamp kepi
1011 wee vieleibent
(270)7064TM
UviagMen
County
ROMS. on
Ow 2003 bran 188. ISO
Curtang! Moor. 80 Johnson. boded.
mai $12200
wee
building eits 11295.000 750-3800
CM 293-7972
130 acme looetwi
CRON River lballesit.
Approximately
90
acme Wahl* Goad
road 'minima, $1.880
per acre Cal 293-7872

0•-d

ALaw Cars 4 yaws
wpoilerice watery
Meauls.
Marree

I ride% talon* 11. 31011•IS

Inemelles
even it you get more confused
Eventually the fog ii deer and
you will make great choices
UMen to a child or loved one
Litwin the caw. a wirier sheds
light on a situation. Tonight Bo a
duo
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*••* Remember you are
human and you don't want to
push yours,' beyond the cell of
duW. If you feel a bit of. pot your
MO op endifor take a snooze A
111210 dee lo yourself might be
SIM what the &Actor ordered
RmightFdos. anolher's lead
CAP111001.14(Dec. fl-Jan. 19)
*** You oughl want to continue doing your thing. tor now You
could easily overindulge. and
you might not COM. Eeen though
you're being the cautious Goer,
you could overdo it Think Wore
you tesp into whet could be a difficult situation Tonight Easy at

home
AMMAR*(JarL MIA& 110
*•** You nuke a spawn no
mailer MN you do. wherever
you We SIR. contusion burroundi you. as will as•Isndency lo go overboard You *Mt
laugh and lighten uu as the day
gels older. Abating seems to
happen Tonight Let your

down
PNICHS 411412. 104111mteli 20)
*** You mai* have a way
of not dealing itire% aortae
wires Std. you am be as yot.
voll hew to work out the problems sooner or Wier Rigrit now
you ow up for IOW Meitimuie
your me. Wing it up alb what
t

you *Noy Thnchr

ir.t.rtar,
and Building Product%
dm Mir 4 lorwo Vow
316.0.0 Itowado
comm.•Farm • RWIWW •Polit-F rams Eluirinj Packages
Puelsvarost sealftatillse* smagiatio

=rise assimp

-

demikimo

1114 Keystone Or • Mayhem KY 420E16 (111Wind Save-A-L ot,
Hwy 4.4 14 • /2 Wo Smith at Purchase Ptiwy

111— 3111E

tle

270-251-2770

avrst toclaw
Loosity ownad I operated • Cal Piabrevy Xotehrqor Piko4 T,

CAMP-A-RAMA, INC.
Sales, Service, Rentals
apt Us am MW etrwwtlI.T
list 47 OfTwits*Pillow

279-527-1374 or 888-728-9944
Before N.011 bin' your next trailer -(live us a call or Visit
us in Dratienville. KY for the BEST DEAL on a
New or Used Travel Trailer. Fifth Wheel or Park Model
We service all models at Campgrounds
on Kentucky and Barkley Lakes
Sandpiper
Wildwooti

I 4TM-otitis out 41411 ‘rgi In 20116

)peti Moulds% (lint 'sotto di.

Corr/pate-eh our coverages

rroFiata-- a our rates
rrsFP re our service
Check out what we can often as an agency of
the State Auto Insurance Companies.
• Full multiple-line product facilities
home auto

business

• Preferred rates for mature safe drivers
• Superior homeowners plans with built-in coverage
-extras"

lohn %I•

IN be glad to prepare a
proposal for your revtew

• Special pncing advantages, includwig an Auto/Home
Discount if you have both policies with State Auto

Companies
• A commitment to service that's prompt
and responsive

concerned

tins

orsum wunr
ManceComma*

I

Wragie,

..1

arrend If %Ms

HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
211 S 12th St • Murray • 753-3415

ENTIZTAINMENT
Kentucky Almanac '06 edition available

Murray Ledger a Dow

48• Friday. March 31, 2896

Misr a 150-year abseni.e.
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Book at Pam mum wadi ib
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Tired of Running Around?
Find All of the Homes Listed
on the Multiple Listing Services
by going to

,s

campbellrealty.com
CAMPBELL REALTY
31-11780
112 N. 12th • Murray • (2701 7,
Member of Multiple Listing Service
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Remodeling, Siding. Drywall, Point,
Light Fixtures. Rotted or Soft Floor Repair,
Roof Leaks. Plumbing Leaks. Etc
WE CLEAN U_P OUR MESS DAILY'

LUIRB & LEVEL CONSTRUCTIO
Cial Worry Gage,
7594704

&yaw whim.

or 4374018

It's Time To Stop Hurting!
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I've been helping your
neighbors for five years why not you?

15% OFF
hacker 1111111111Kohions
(>Tamagni Month
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Jon Wuest
Doctor of Chiropractic

CALL MO IIIMPOINT KENT

270-753-6361
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Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
of Murray Earns
Ford Motor Company's Highest Honor The 2005 President's Award
The President's Award acknowledges those Ford and
Lincoln Mercury Dealerships that have led the nation in
exceptional service and vehicle ownership experiences
for their customers.
Ford Motor Company's President's Award is earned by
an elite group — only 420 out of nearly 5,000
Dealerships receive this prestigious award. It is given
annually to Dealers who provide their customers with
first-rate treatment throughout the life of their Ford.
Lincoln or Mercury vehicle.
"Earning this award is a reflection of our entire staff's
commitment to delivering the best customer experience
possible" says Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury owner,
David Parker. "I couldn't be more proud to receive this
recognition, especially since it comes from the people we
value most — our customers. They're the reason we
were able to achieve this award."
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Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury is located at 701 Main
Street, Murray, Ky. The sales department phone number is 753-5273, or for Genuine Ford, Lincoln or
Mercury Parts & Service, call 753-8825.
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Selig launches steriod probe

itro;

Led by ex-Sen. Mitchell,
probe to focus on BALCO

111

Sans Majority Leader George PAtoltet. Mk is pined by Merger
League Baseball Commissions, Bud Selig during a news conksonce in New Valk Thursday. Selig animouold that Wetted wi be
leading an invesegalkin into the alleged Merald use by Barry Sonde
and other AILS playses.
'
,
lathing is move Impoilant 10 me than the
integrity Of the gains al beisebeir Selig said Thuveday

NEW YORK
— Ailsouncing the isnisesation
*as the easy pan for berebea. Now George editehell
must try to find out bee widespread eserold WIC really
was
In the wake of a esseiss hook about Barry Booth.
commissioner Bud Selig appointed the kirmer Senate
Maionty Leader
mid MIN* Maxim of the Boston
Rod Sox — to lead dm imanigetioe
The probe issicbed Thereini.ialls will he han
limited
K) events since Safaseker 2002. when the won
perfornmace-eahleciss drugs. but Mitchell hob thc
tk
it)' to espied it
Schs said bliecimell's report *ill he made pubes. hut
didn't set a timetable By then. Bonds may well hese
passed Babe Ruth's home run mark on the way toward
Hank Aaron's career mord
-The goal here is to determine taco, not c,- • ige in

wippowitme. uses.uiaioa. runteir or sanosis.s. %ohs
*lawyer ree audip. vnil be Med le punier sty
am tor coadect babesdee sentalls bee 1110.110 began
dm wean al 2003 awl awned waft with peesair,
the liallosinag year
At See Prancseco.• home ballpsit. Sam& worlds t
&Kw.% be mot
aid so, no. so: be said. ideng him Wad -to
peep off she 1-sepere Wee
guise
isy face.- he added. latigimeg
Mma
IiL s.d be els sai wow utast no
posits= mil die liked Sas. lie Aso
Amman td The
NA Dowry Co.. the pram tat ISPe• a aigionit nnned
Last pram af beembell
1 deal think diese's an) ...militia.- be said a a tek
Fewer isiorsiso mita The As...mimed Press
plow
I.. he sadepamdeet. Mime •oinptese independent /thorns
And will act"
FSP is arms a werlik• hrlood-lke-torses
Bonds
Ault the Giants star • commas* - st.0
See STIIII10011 Page 2C

MURRAY It, CARLISLE CO.7

Lady Tigers put
on rally caps to
beat Carlisle
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two late rallies helped the
Murray High Lady Tigers to
an I1-7 triumph over Carlisle
County in nine innings during
prep softball action Thursday
at MHS
Christina Dunn. who had
four hits in the contest. was
'rooked in both rallies, blast-

Missions Accomplished

mg a tao-run double in a tour
run seventh inning that tent
the game into extra frames
before adding a leadoff single
in the decisive ninth inning
Murray i1 -2t trailed 2 Atte!
6-1/2 innings ot play. but
exploded for tour runs in the
bottom of the se•enth Dunn's
•See MURRAY Page 2C

Mike Gottfned, the former Murray State football coach and a current college football analyst for ESPN speaks
to an assembled crowd during Thursdays Fellowship of Christian Athletes luncheon at First Baptist Church

Former coach returns to focus on missions

MICHAEL DANNAridoir & Times
Choicer WinCheSter, an eighth grader. picked up the win
for the Lady Tigers Thursday She allowed seven runs
(six earned) on nine hits while striking out three and
walking two in nine innings.

HICKMAN COUNTY 2. CALLOWAY I

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Mike Gonfried•• first %oat to %lti.
ray in several years brought hack MAII?
memories for the former Racer football
touch
"It's good to be hack.- he said slur
ing a Fellowship of Christian Athletes
luncheon. held Thur•da• in the fellowship hall of First Baptist Church in
downtown Murray "I drose ty my old
house And down M ikoy Steuart) stadium
Murray is a great place. It
lust has such a Warm feeling
(katined is in the business of warm
feelings these days. trying to create
some with his Team Focus organiralion. which is designed to aid young
boys without a father figure in their
lives.
it all started for me when my lather
passed away.- said Gottfried. who lost
his father in a heart attack when he
was II -years-old. "I learned how important my tattier was and how much 1

tins.ed hint I also had seseral Christ- (11b tug
do MOM through loothaiil is
ian men who were pan of.
life, and tand a way to impact kid.' uses flit
-re'
that helped me out so much And that's an opportunity here in Munra% to do
what we're trying to do tor these boys
some neat things"
The rare visit by the former coach
Gottfried, who also learned with Hat
and current ESPN college football ana- ton tor an R'A function in Past......h
lyst also had another purpose
last night. is in the midst Or a 2 I•ia%
help promote the 1-C A's western Ken
road trip in which he is speaking to
tucky chapter. which is trying to expand %anou• groups ahout the FX' A and ream
its reach into Calloway County
While he is most known tot his
Western Kentucky R'A Director Karl
Hatton told a group of about 20 per- coaching l-arecr and his TA work. Got
sons that included new Murray State tined hopes his etions to help foster
football coach Matt Griffin and Mur- a Christian atmosphere for •oung peoray High coach Lee Edwards that the ple won't he oserlooked
organirAtion could hoe J posinie impact
"We had great tan support during
on student-athletes in Murray and Cal- m) time in !Murray. and I'.e had some
great %monies et‘ et tb.. scars,'he
loway County
"The .FcA has not been in Aturra• recalled -Beating Western Kentucky
for se•eral years." noted Hamm. whose *as a Ng am when I was hem but
local chapter area now serses Ballard. none of that stuff i• really important
know there'• in entire generation
itil• ell.('AO% a•.(-AI'I 1%1** Chnstian.
Crittenden. Fulton, Car.es. Hickman. out there DOM that's up tot grabs. and
Li.ing•ti. Lyon. Marshall. McCrack- what we're trying to do is w in that
en And Trigg counties. -But what we're generation"

Calloway's rally
Tigers claim first win
falls short against of season with shutout Lakers lift off
against Patriots
Lady Falcons
in rout Thursday
MURRAY 6. GIBSON Col NTY 0

Staff Report

Murray Ledger & Times

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CLINTON. Ky. — Visaing
Calloway County
ipsd lo
send Thursday's matchup with
Hickman County into extra
innings with a late rally. but
fell abisel ia a 2-1 loss to the
Lady Palmas in eight innings
The Lady Lakers M-21 fell
belemd 14 that dare innings
of pip awl reill wailed by the
1111111111011 111Ntallti into the
alp of the seveath inning. But
Kayak" Hutching's two-out sin* plated haserunner Chelsea
Morris to knot the game at 1
I and force extra frames.
Hos/sever. Hickans
was
able is claim the victory in
the bottom of the eighth. when

UNION CITY. Tenn
Six
Kaitlyn Vallee knocked home
hits
and
the
nine
pitchruns
on
Kelsey Hunqkreys with a linedrive siatasover shorstop ing of Hugh Rollins and Bradley
Cobb was enough to lift the
Sweesthe
Whitney Gardner took the Murray High Tigers to a 6-0
pitching loss for Calloway, victory over Gibson County.
allowing one run on one hit
while striking out one and Tenn.. on Thursday.
The Tigers (1-2.1 got all the
walking one in 1-1/1 innings
of work. Ante Thompson and offense they would need in the
Mime Futrell also saw time bottom of the first inning, scoris the pitcher's circle for the ing three times on
four hits.
Lady Laken.
Cobb
cause
&tried
with a
the
Hutchins. Morns and Meagan Starks each went I -for-1 nvo-ma simile. He later came
Nosed to score on a groundat the plate for CCHS
Because of the Calloway nut by Adam Heskett for a V
school system's upcoming 0 lead
spring break, the Lady Lakers
Murray added three more
will not play spin mail April
ID, when they host Henry Coun- runs in the third on a two-run
ty.
. Than.. at 5 p.m.
clout* by Aaron Wilson and

‘1 14.

\I 1 3

WARN

a run-scoring single from Casey
Parker- Kell

hrom them. the Tigers' pitch
mg took oser. allowing Cot+
son County Just two hits in
the contest. Rollins picked up
the victory, allowing rust one
hit wink striking out foe and
walking tour in foe innings
Coht• worked the final two
frames, allowing one hit while
sinking out tour
ikon had two hits and
two RBIs tor Murra• I•1er
Holl•chuh, Antonio Kendall and
Kent En* In Also had one hit
apse..'..' for the Tigers

SffiS returns to I mon it%
tomorrow to face the host
'school, the Golden Tornado At
2 pm

Staff Napoli
Murray Ledger & Times
PARIS. Tenn
- Taylor
Thieke pitthctl toe solid
innings and the Calloway
often.e expitided for I. hit•
in A 14-3 rout of Henry Conno High School Thursday after1011
Miele I I -01 gine up three
run% on two hits and amuck
out rune to he
the Laker.
impowe to 2-4/ as the 1010111011.
Meanwhile. lash
led a hit brigade that was high.
lighted by a 2-tor-4 perfatinAmy at the plate with tore
RBI. Pete Thackston finished
2 tot-4 At the dish with an

RBI. while Seth Asher was
b.c with two 1(I41. Nine other
pla•co.. had hits tor the Lak
s•ore.I 111 Cr\
er• w
but one
the l Acts
sipure..
run in the first inning
tacked on use more in the
second Camas tailed to mow
in the third, hut added Isar
rum in the fourth maims mad
three mom to the filth The
Laken broke det game open
in die sixth frame.*nag levee
was that came nff row was..
eel taro errivs h• ths• Patti
Camay was scheduled to
how Graves Counts at 5 pm
todas
•

Sporrs
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NATIONAL INVITATION TOURNAMENT

SPRING TRAINING
ROUNDUP

South Colima becomes second
team to bAn consecutive NIT ales

Eaton,
Sheets start
season on
disabled list

NEW YORK (AP)- South Carolina's Dave
Odom now has something in common with
Hall at Fanter Joe Lapchick
The Gamecocks joined Lapchick's St. Jobtes
squads that won back-to-back Wes in 1943
and 1944 as the only teams to win consecuIlse NIT championships after a 76-64 victory
over Michigan on Thursday night
"I know when you look at the annals of
college basketball. he was truly one ot the
hest.- said °skim of Lapchick "Even today.
he's res ered. Those trams he coached when
you go back amtl look them up could he the
hest in the 4.-ousery al the time"
Odom didn't want to compare his team to
Lapchick's. The NIT was even more prestigious than the NCAA tournament when St
John's won
"I don't know that our team mats that, and
cenaitil don't mai him, but the accomplishment remains the same.- Odom said "We did
win two hack-to-hack and for that I ant thankful and sera. %cry proud"
With four starters hack from last year's
squad. the Gamecocks began the season with
hopes to graduate to an NCAA tournament
berth That didn't work out, though South Carolina 423-151 made a late run at an automatic NCAA hid before losing the Southeastern
Conference title game 49-47 to Florida.
"It always comes hack to you need to get
to the NCAA tournament and you need to play
for the national championship." Odom said.
"That does not demean this at all.Back in the NIT. the Gamecocks made the
most of it. Kentucky w js the only other tram
to play in consecutise championship games
(1946-47).
"It means a kit to us.- said Tarence Kmsea, who led the Gamecocks with 21 points.
"To go out with a win in our last game is
great.The SEC could make it a tournament sweep
with Florida and 1St' playing in the NCAA's
Final Four on Saturday

By The Associated Press
Adam I J1011 was el,prl'ICd
to he a big Nrt of Tears'
overhaukd pitching rotation this
season The Rangers might fuse
to make alternate plans
Eaton has a strained tendon
an the middle finger on his pitching hand, the sank injury that
sidelined him ljsi season with
San Diego The Rangers' No
2 starter could he sidelined for
up to three month.
-This could he long-term. hut
,oult.1 he J three week thing,"
Rangers manager Buck Showalter said Thursday in Surprise.
An/ -I'm still hoping for the
Showalter said team physician Dr. Keith Meister told
him rock climbers are the only
people who get the kind of.
injury Eaton sustained while
throwing a cursehall against
his former team in the second
inning of a spring training game
Wednesday.
"I still haven't been able to
find a baseball player who has
had this.- Eaton said."You think
about elbows, shoulders. ankles.
knees, but this is definitely J
different thing.Atter meeting with a hand
specialist. Eaton said he might
Pie out up to three months. It
he ends up Musing surgery. the
28-year-old right-hander said
he could miss most of the season"I'd be happy if someime
said he could come hack hy
May I,- Showalter said. "The
trouble is. there is nothing in
baseball to compare this unura

AP
South,Carolina's Tarence Kinsey reacts
after scoring against Michigan in the second halt dunng the championship game of
the NIT Thursday at Madison Square Garden in New York South Carolina won 7664.
Ire' Kelley added 20 points. and Renaldo
Balkman added 10 points, II rebounds and six
Hocks and was named the MVP of the tournament for South Carolina
"He was phenomenal.- Kinsey said ot Balkman. "He got every rebound and blocked shots."
Daniel Horton. MVP of the 2004 NIT. scored
18 points to lead Michigan 122-10). which was
trying to win its second championship in three
years.

PGA TOUR

Mickelson takes early BellSouth lead
DULUTH, Ga.(AP) -- Phil
Mickelson had so much fun
shooting a 63. he'd like to do
it again
Atter all, what better was
to gain momentum for the Masters'
kelson
opened
the
defense of his 2005 BellSouth
Classic championship with
birdies on sia of his first sewn
holes Thursday en route to his
b.; to tic the kiurnament's course
record
"It was a tun day, a fun startMickelson said. "I birdied the
first couple of holes and was
off and running.
"I looked up and I was 6
under through sesen That was
a good feeling
It also was a good start toalickelsons hopes of using this
tournament as a tune-up for
the Masters nest week
-It's nice to fuse a good
round here.- he said. "Id like
to follow it up with a couple
more because that would really -se me some confidence

•Murray
From Page 1C

double and another two-bagger hy Jordan Huston sliced
the C.ulisle lead to 6-5. The
Lady -tiger. then completed
the comeback when Shannon
Elias drew a hases-loackd walk
with two out to knot the game
After a scoreless eighth
inning. the Comets 40-3t, took
7-6 lead with a run in the
top of the ninth But Dunn
and the Lady Tigers captured
the sictory in the bottom half
of the inning. After reaching
on her single. Dunn came
around to %ion: on a Leslie
Stroup ham: hit to tic the game

heading into nest week.Mickelson. who won last
year's BellSouth in a playoff.
holds a one-shot lead over
Gavin Coles, whose 64 was
the hest round of his career.
Three other golfers hase shot
63 since the tournament moved
to the TPC at Sugarloaf in this
Atlanta suburb in 1997: Tiger
Woods, 1998; Duffy Waldorf.
1999: and Ben Crane. 2003.
In 1979, when the tournament was held at the Atlanta
Country Club, Andy Bean shot
a record 61.
Mickelson is sorry the BellSouth will move to May in
next year's PGA schedule. That
robs Mickelson and others of
using the BellSouth as practice for Augusta.
"I love it.- said Mickelson
of the Sugarloaf course. "It's
very similar to Augusta. ... This
course ha. wry similar shot
values and similar greens
Mickelson
practiced
at
Augusta on Monday and Tuesday after a 14th-place finish

AP
Phil Mickelson tees off on
the 16th hole during the first
round of the BellSouth Classic golf tournament Thursday in Duluth, Ga Mickelson tied the course record
with a 9-under par 63.

An MRI was taken Wednesday. hut Showalter said doctors wanted to compare it with
others they hate in Arlington.
Texas, before making final judgments.
The Milwaukee Brewers will
start the season without ace
Ben Sheets, though he's tints
expected 10 miss a week
After straining a muscle in
his upper hack during a March
9 spring training game. Sheets
was placed on the 15-day disabled list 'Thursday.

at Ibe Players Championship
last week
Charles Warren is third at
7-under 65, followed hy Joe
Durant. Ian Poulter and Scott
Purl at 66. Patel made a 21 foot birdie putt on 114 for his
66.
Mickelson almost had the
Sugarloaf record for himself Ile
missed a 6-foot birdie putt on
the
18th green. hut had no
Meagan
Prinher
followed
at 7-7.
regrets.
with the game-winning single
"I'll absolutely take it.- he
that drosc home Kaitlyn Carsaid
"I' ni ecstatic with how
penter
Murray finished the day with it turned out .. I hit it like
hits Dunn and Carpenter 1 wanted to today It was a
each had four hits in four at- fun round"
Of the group of four who
hats. while Pemher added three
set
or shared course records
singles in six trips to the plate
('helcie Winchester picked for a round. only Waldorf did
up the pitching win for MHS. not win that year's tournament
Mickelson also won the Bellallowing ses en runs(six earned)
South
Classic in 2000.
on nine hits while striking out
(7(4es. 37. is trying to case
three and walking two in the
his PGA Tour card. He was a
nine innings.
The Lady Tigers are now late replacement in the Bellscheduled to participate in a South field when Colin MomMonday
withdrew
tournament in Horn Lake. Miss . gomers
night
:mil ',amnia%

AP
Texas Rangers starting pitcher Adam Eaton right, walks
off the mound with trainer
Jamie Reed, center, as pitching coach Mark Conner looks
on in the second inning
against the San Diego
Padres during a spring training exhibition baseball game
Wednesday Eaton injured
his left middle finger and
lett the qame
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•Steroids
From Page 1C
next week
Along with working for the
Red Sox, Mitchell is a former
director of the Florida Marlin.
and served on an economic
study committee Selig appoint
ed in 1999 He said he pre%
ouch announced he would lease
the Disney hoard by the end
of the year.
"I've assured the Red Sox
owner. that should any matter
arise, anybody affiliated with
the Red Sox will he treated
esaetly as will anyone else,"
he said.
John Dowd, the Washington lawyer who headed basehall's investigation of Pete
Rose's gambling in 1989. did
not like the choice.
"Mitchell doesn't have a
great track record with me. It
doesn't look like he's inde
pendent.- Dowd said.
Sen. Jim Bunning. a Kentucky Republican and baseball
Hall of Earner, also enticited
Mitchell.
"While George Mitchell is
certainly a man of great integrity. 1 behest, that baseball would
hase been wiser to pick someone who is not as close to the
game and may he able to take
a more obiectise look into the
tacts.- Bunning said.
Rep. Henry Waxman. a California Democrat who helped
lead a congressional hearing
last year on steroids in base
hall, praised the probe
"This is precisely' what I
had asked MLB to do last
year.- he said. "Finding out
the truth about the depth and
breadth of this problem is the
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only was to clove the boo),
on this sad chapter of the ganie
history.Sche's decision came soon
after "Game of Shadow s,"
hook by two San Francisco
Chronicle reporters detailing
alleged extensise steroid use
by Bonds and other baseball
stars
DuPuy said baseball con
sidered Mitchell's potential con
tlicts ot interest.
"Gisen
Seri
Mitchell's
integrity. goen his background.
he was absolutely considered
to he the pert et:I choice for
this lob,- he said
New York Yankee. first base
man Jason Giamhi. who liJke
Bonds testified heti we a feder,j1,1
al grand pH!. mu 2ix
he'd have -no problems- with
an inquiry. Giamhi reportedly
admitted to the grand jury that
he had used steroids.
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30 yews age
and Mrs. Clyde Allen Rowleod.
Son Kell% Ellis has been mined
pus end( pronation officer for Cal
Iowa% (Lountt &Lording to Coen
.1t.idgc Rohert 0 Miller She
su.,red• ken Karher ishu. has
resigned to accepta ncw post as
...tumoral tissuce planner tor the
Purchase Area Detrlopment Ito
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Elected as officeri or the New

a girl in Mr. and Mn. lily H.
Yates. a girl to Me ass Airs.
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to Mr and Mrs Philip Michell.
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toe 54 and Sri tor corsaies for
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Comics FEATtitis
Daughter's prince charming
has transformed into a frog
MAR AIRY: My daughter -Lithe moved in with a
mem lit call Al a year and a
half aso. tellies us this was
the num she *Am going to
slam and spend the rest of
her Ide with

So my hasband and I
welcomed
Mw to the
family
The y
amir have a
baby. and

Dior Aisky

there
still
has been no
wedding Al
iarne to tO.

BYAbigall
Van Buren

t* '

h

months ago
to ark our pinewood to ask

Lahr to away hi.. N,e con.
sewed. He appears to have
had convenient memory kiss
without
about askinp and
gain into details has pros en
himself to he extremely %airmail:rad. controlling. and a negative influence on what was
once our happy. outgoing
daughter
We now realtie that Al is
sorneone we don't care to have
in our family. and we'd file
to know how tit its possiblet
In rescind our blessing on their
marriage -- CHANGED Ot'It
MINDS DOWN SOUTH

DEAR CHANGED OUR
MINDS: lit were you. I would•
n't raise the subject of Mal
nage with Al at all lour
daughter's lover appears to be
in no hurt) to make ant. infs.

Tolavillislity
By The Aseetimed Press
Today is Embry. Staab I the
411th day of NNW. Then. arc 275
day• left in the yea
foday MOWN NI
One year ago. on Mad 31.
200, Tern Schism, 41. did ai
a hospice sa 14111011 Fmk. Pla..
I days after her losileg the

wiending deeto the dispute is eagelled the
isms. Calmest and the White
as regi0,0111*

ok
.•

House

and divided the comers

El IN El le ES L_ U1

rtn this date
In Dow V..itsi.h Ind nes ansc
the first tow,, in the world to hc
illuminated r‘s cies try. al lighting
In NI', the I. nited Yates took
possession .4 the iritin Islands
from Elenottait.
In lq 1 A. Congress authonted
ilian ('cinsenation Corps
thr
In I ttau New toundland entered
confederation as (-anatta's lIMIt
pros insc
In I 4t.h. President Johnson

atlibOUt1..
stunned Oar
he would not sees another
term in Ali.e
In 1471s the SO.%)Crset.
(''or tiled that .14na
SUIVe
patient Ismer, %nue Quinlan ,ouid
he disconneLteil Iron) her rcspor,
tot I Quinlan who remained ,orn
anise. died in Imt5
Iii 1466. 167 people died when
stcocana Airlines Boeing 72'
.rathed in a remote mountainous
region of Alesito
ing

S.k

401

DEAR AIRY: My problem is that my mother is a
cowered freak. I was raised 10
respect my promla. bat I have
pm about had it wide hoc coohulks( ways. Ille vamts M
theathe my Imer hits" agar
and style. my weight. my have
life, what car I drive. who
ioh I have and where I live.
My mother wants Inc so
date only doctors She has
even threatened to cut are out
of her will if I "nide (bur
word) tot someone who doesn't have a medical done. I
was Interested an a nem WOW
owned his own hustings. but
she MA& me s4i miserable that
I smirk stopped dating
I want to respect her be-saute
she is my mother. and I know
she loses me Can you holy
me figure out how to get her
to hack off and let me
my life my way Rs the was
I arn 41 -- PEACEFI'l
IN OHIO

Surgery should be
last resort
MBAR OR. GOTT: I'm
midis fait my 110-yenewid

blew His km Wm When
he walks h rube impater
!locates*
ohm is so
many
it. The is.
oar says he
needs
a
knee transplant
Refute he
got
Dr. Gott through
des. I wait
in know if
BY
these is anyOr POW Got
thing ohs
he could do or take.
DEAR READER: I believe
that before umisesties knee MU
pry.ray siert shooedsebum
• aawergicil medico!options.
iichiling physical therapy, cordless segections. over-the. lions teach as
comeler modit.a
Nave Mg thiprotta I and pesesipion dings such as *shit
and Asthma 1. He should also
try alternative medical therapies. notably Certo (I in 2
tablespoons) is
oursoos of

PEACEEL I.
DEAR
REPEL: Ill u". Stan In talking with a licensed menial

purple grape mice daily, and
tidorks• castor oil applied topically trake a das
As we grow older. the car
Waft in our weight-bearing
pints (knees and hips. prima
nIs wears out. baconies thin
Tier and loses meimme. leading to stiffness and pin.

health prolessional. preterably
one who specialues in helpInv toting adults hi -individuate" from controlling parents.
Unix you hate a firm grasp
ot who sou are, and whit your
proper boundaries are. sou will
he ANC to ‘ontront tour mother After that, sou mas want
to consider rekriation. because
sour MOttirt Is MI the chart.,
and she s not like's to change

hut does not necessarily ampatre
pint replacement ininadiMely
The nonsurgical techniones I
mentioned may make eallitirs
tolerable tot months or yams. ''Kes DisordersAs I like to remind painois,

Ilsolmaltridipp
Bidding Quiz

DEAR ARM.: I'm planning
to host a dinner parts nest
month and invite a leso ot ms
friends. I plan for this to he
a -girls night." tWe are all
between IS and 23.)

bee are Sonsh. and the
assione:
Wee.
Norm
I IP
Paw
2•
2 NT
•
Pan

L

bedding
Lan
Pan
Per

Wire swab you lid ems with
eadi oldie fellows% ho"

I •g2kQs43èAUS.M
2•93•MAO•IfJ972•10
with their cell phones attached
•4 IP WM•AX43 Qtra
to their ears! As can he expect4• •A1f.11117•A172•QtrS2
••
•
ed. most of the calls have to
deal with hoy drama I'd like
I.Paw birbseely web bipeds
lot the esening to he tree of
tor an
bid and hameon.
all that How ,an I politely
%slues dm
men
let ms guests know that I'd
Partner's hire481111111111 suo is an
prefer the) don't answer :all. tome; — he pahoMy hos 10 or 11
high-ard palm — se you this
at the dinner table' - POLITI
get an *We yen eall has a darece
HOSTESS-TO-BE IN TEXAS
bra*,was
DEAR HOSTESS-TO-SE:
L lame dlamends. This is a
When sou issue the invitasigma bid is telle pews you
n
aw
bid=lami poly on
tions, tell sour friends it will =
rather than
he a Cell phone-free, ladiesmei& bigh-mod whim Thew anonly dinner pans Then. if tins am* is on haft by any wretch
one brings one, you're within
et in inesimbec Nei mom
in is yaw aphion is is a Wane
sour rights to ask her to turn
demise ofsoallim is iichs•one
it Ott and no one should he
of yes is is eight maks In
offended. (Ifs called heading
neminip.
them off at the pass
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is a sawoheiwo wider terakt
bean anti*room Who
eleellard why may he aid
hat a a yew or ram. threw
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Mortar round slams
Baghdad street, kills 3
BAUHDAD. Iraq (AP) A
mortar round slammed into a
street in northeastern Baghdad
Friday. killing three women
when shrapnel hit their home.
and soldiers discovered the bullet-riddled bodies of six men
wowing handcuffs in western
police said
1110flar stnick in the
Gitylasi neighborhood of
Baghdad. bat the target was
unclear. nie ronor Ministry
has offices ia the Area, which is
also the loathes at a °swim
church Police said three other
people were wounded.
Police said the men found
dead in western Baghdad were
handcuffed and all were
between the ages of 25 and 30.

3111r

AP
A U.S. Army 1st Battalion. 24th Infantry Regiment soldier hammers a door while searching for
insurgents after an Army convoy came under small arms fire in Mosul. Iraq in this Feb 13,
2005 file photo. Soldiers will no longer be allowed to wear body armor other than the protective gear issued by the military. Army alliciels said Thursday

Body armor banned that's
not issued by U.S. military
WASHINGTON) (AP)
Just six months after the
Pentagon agreed to reimburse
soldiers who bought their own
protectise gear. the Army has
harmed the use of any hotly
an1101 that is not issued hy the
military
In a new directise, effectise
immediately. the Army said it
cannot innlfalller the quality of
commercially bought armor.
.iny soldier wearing it will
haw to turn it in and base it
leplaLed with authonted gear.
Army officials told The
%my'wed pees. on Thursday
die order w as prompted hy yin)
cern. Mai soldiers or their farm
lies were buying inadequate or
untested commerLial armor
iinipanies
from private
including the popular Dragon
Skin gait made hy California
based Piamick Armor
-We're very .oncemed that
Profile are Tending their herdned money on something that
doesn't pros ide the leYel of pro
:cetion that the Army requires

A

people to wear. So they 're,
frankly. wasting their money on
substandard stuff.- said Col
Thomas Spoehr. director of
materiel for the Army.
Murray Neal, chief executive
officer of Pinnacle, said he hadn't seen the directise and wants
to resit.* it
"We know ol no reason the
Ann', may ha-se to Justify this
action" Neal said. -On the MNtatv this looks to he another at
many attempts by the Army to
y%)Yer up the billions of dollars
spent on ineffective body armor
systems which they continue to
II) quick fixes on. to no asail.Spoehr said he doesn't recall
any similar bans on personal
armor or desices Such direeus es are most often issued when
there are problems with aircraft
or other large equipment
Sonic seterans denounced
Nathaniel K.
the decision
Helms. editor of Defense Watch.
the online magazine for the
group Soldiers for the Truth.
said he has already weised J

numba of e-wads froni soldiers
complaining about the pokey.
Sen. Christopher Dodd. DConn.. who a rote legislation to
have troops reimbursed for
equipment purchases. said soldiers "hasen't been getting what
they need in terms of equipment
and body armor. That's totally
unacceptable. and why this
directive by the Pentagon needs
to fle serutinired in much greater
detail
• But another seterans group
hacked the move.
-I don't think the Army is
wrong fly doing this, because
the Army has to ensure some
lesel of quality.- said Paul
Rieckhoff. executise director of
Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans
of Amenea "They don't want
soldiers relying on equipment
that is weak or substandard
Rieckhoft said, the military is
partially to Name for the problem because it took too long to
get soldiers the armor they needed. 'This is the monster they
made.- he said
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